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INTRODUCTION
Comprehensive Planning in the City of Phillips
The City of Phillips Comprehensive Plan was funded through a Comprehensive Planning
Grant awarded in 2010. The plan is intended to assist local officials make future land use,
community facilities, economic development and other decisions regarding growth and
management issues at the local level. The plan also addresses short and long-term concerns
regarding growth, development, and preservation in the city. The plan has been prepared
under Wisconsin’s Comprehensive Planning legislation contained in Wisconsin Statute
66.1001 and is organized into nine chapters or elements including the following.











Issues and Opportunities
Housing
Transportation
Utilities and Community Facilities
Natural, Agricultural, and Cultural
Resources
Economic Development
Intergovernmental Cooperation
Land Use
Implementation

Public Participation
The Public Participation Plan attempts to make citizens of the City aware of the progress of the
comprehensive plan and to offer the public opportunities to make suggestions or comments during
the process.
City of Phillips Community Survey
The first public participation strategy to engage the residents of Phillips on the planning process
was the development of a city-wide survey. The intent of the survey was to provide residents an
opportunity to express opinions related to community development and land use. Refer to
Appendix A for survey results.
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1 – Issues & Opportunities (Community Profile)
The following Community Profile of the City of Phillips consists of background information
on the city, including population; age distribution; racial composition; educational
attainment; household characteristics; employment statistics; and income levels. In
addition, the Community Profile is meant to act as a source of reference information and to
be used for deriving many of the key findings and recommendations of the plan. The
Community Profile is written in a manner that facilitates quick and easy reference for use
during creation of this Comprehensive Plan and during future revisions.

Phillips History
Phillips began as a small station of the Wisconsin Central Railroad, established on the
banks of Elk Lake. The settlement was platted on September 23, 1876 and named in honor
of Elijah B. Phillips, the general manager of the railroad. Logging was the mainstay of the
town with W.T. Price lumber camps on the North Fork of the Flambeau River provided
employment for many and customers for merchants. In March of 1879 Phillips became the
County Seat and on April 10, 1891 it was incorporated as the City of Phillips. The City of
Phillips is located in the center of Price County, Wisconsin (Map 1).
Historical Population – The City of Phillips had a population of 1,775 in 1950, but in the
last 60 years, the City has experienced a total population loss of 297 people, a decrease of
nearly 30 percent. Since 1950 the population had declined until the twenty years from
1980 to 2000 when it gained 153 persons. This gain was short-lived as the population
decreased in the last ten years (2000-2010) by 197 persons. Figure 1-1 charts Phillips
population from 1950 to 2010.
Population Counts
Table 1-1 displays the population trends from 1950 through 2010 for all municipalities
within Price County. During this 60-year period, the population of all but five communities
in Price County declined. The Towns with the largest gains were those that border the City
of Phillips. The Town of Elk gained 372 people while the Town of Worcester gained 250.

Price County’s population in the past 60 years has fallen from 16,344 persons in 1950 to
14,159 persons in 2010, a loss of 2,185 persons. All but five municipalities in the last 60
years have gained in population. However, there are no major trends or indicators that
would indicate that population will experience a dramatic increase or decrease over the
planning period. It is anticipated that the decrease in population of younger age groups
within the county will continue during the planning period.
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Municipality
Catawba (T)
Catawba (V)
Eisenstein (T)
Elk (T)
Emery (T)
Fifield (T)
Flambeau (T)
Georgetown (T)
Hackett (T)
Harmony (T)
Hill (T)
Kennan (T)
Kennan (V)
Knox (T)
Lake (T)
Ogema (T)
Park Falls (C)
Phillips (C)
Prentice (T)
Prentice (V)
Spirit (T)
Worcester (T)
Price County
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Table 1-1: Population Trends, Price County 1950-2010
1950
344
233
655
616
472
792
475
258
266
338
363
553
194
739
1,327
1,011
2,924
1,775
672
477
555
1,305
16,344

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 1950-2010

1960
365
230
594
526
349
657
342
211
191
277
325
504
162
530
1,246
864
2,919
1,524
462
427
420
1,245
14,370

1970
338
215
653
636
288
763
299
183
190
235
293
426
167
539
1,473
821
2,953
1,511
463
519
342
1,213
14,520

1980
319
205
728
996
308
805
389
166
179
268
349
387
194
542
1,369
850
3,192
1,522
547
605
379
1,489
15,788

1990
276
178
679
1,059
322
863
459
195
214
203
360
330
169
420
1,333
860
3,104
1,592
486
571
345
1,582
15,600

2000
283
149
669
1,183
325
989
535
164
202
211
364
378
171
399
1,319
882
2,793
1,675
479
626
315
1,711
15,822

2010
269
110
630
988
297
901
489
171
169
222
333
356
135
341
1,128
713
2,462
1,478
475
660
277
1,555
14,159

Change
-75
-123
-25
372
-175
109
14
-87
-97
-116
-30
-197
-59
-398
-199
-298
-462
-297
-197
183
-278
250
-2,185

Population Estimates
Every year the Wisconsin Department of Administration (WDOA), Demographic Services
Center develops population estimates for every municipality and county in the state. The
January 1, 2012 final population estimate for the City of Phillips was 1,447 persons, a 2.1
percent decrease from the 2010 census count. Price County’s 2012 final population
estimate was 14,055, a 0.7 percent decrease from 2010.
2
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Population Projections
Population projections are based on past and current population trends and are not
predictions, rather they extend past growth trends into the future and their reliability
depends on the continuation of past growth trends. Projections should be considered as
one of many tools used to anticipate and predict future needs. Population levels are subject
to many phenomena including but not limited to: physical conditions, environmental
concerns, land use, zoning restriction, taxation, annexation, and other political issues that
influence business and personal location decisions.
Recognizing the inherent difficulties in predicting future population growth is important to
the planning process. In 2008 the Wisconsin Department of Administration (WDOA)
Demographic Services Center prepared baseline population projections in accordance with
Wisconsin Statute 16.96 to the year 2030 for all municipalities in Wisconsin. The
projections are based on past and current population trends, and are intended as a baseline
guide for users. Users are urged to examine any other available forecasts that incorporate
additional information such as land use, zoning regulations, and planned or proposed
developments. Users may also compare the projections with the population estimates that
are produced annually. Table 1-2 displays population projections for all municipalities in
Price County, while Table 1-3 and Figure 1-2 show three additional population forecasts.
Table 1-2: Population Projections

Municipality

2000

2005*

2010

2015

2020

2025

2030

T Catawba
283
299
305
311
317
321
323
T Eisenstein
669
677
672
672
669
662
652
T Elk
1,183
1,211
1,246
1,286
1,326
1,356
1,375
T Emery
325
324
324
325
325
324
320
T Fifield
989
995
1,020
1,050
1,078
1,099
1,112
T Flambeau
535
578
612
648
683
714
738
T Georgetown
164
165
161
158
155
151
146
T Hackett
202
202
201
201
202
201
198
T Harmony
211
218
218
218
219
218
215
T Hill
364
393
407
424
440
453
462
T Kennan
378
383
389
397
403
407
408
T Knox
399
409
401
394
387
378
365
T Lake
1,319
1,392
1,417
1,447
1,475
1,494
1,502
T Ogema
882
907
921
939
954
965
968
T Prentice
479
482
467
454
441
425
406
T Spirit
315
337
340
343
346
348
346
T Worcester
1,711
1,763
1,811
1,865
1,916
1,955
1,979
V Catawba
149
134
127
120
112
105
95
V Kennan
171
164
158
153
148
142
136
V Prentice
626
637
657
680
701
719
730
C Park Falls
2,793
2,668
2,536
2,415
2,291
2,155
2,009
C Phillips
1,675
1,673
1,686
1,707
1,726
1,736
1,731
Price County
15,822 16,011 16,076 16,207 16,314 16,328 16,216
Source: 2000 U.S. Census Bureau; *WDOA Population Estimate, 2010-2030 WDOA Projections
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2000-2030
Change
40
-17
192
-5
123
203
-18
-4
4
98
30
-34
183
86
-73
31
268
-54
-35
104
-784
56
394
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Table 1-3: City of Phillips Population Projections
Projection
WDOA forecast (2000 Census based)
Linear regression 1950-2010
Same number decrease per year as over
last 10 years (-20)
Same number decrease per year as over
last 20 years (-6)
Source: WDOA & NWRPC

2010
1,686
1,478

2015
1,707
1,519

2020
1,726
1,510

2025
1,736
1,501

2030
1,731
1,492

1,478

1,448

1,418

1,388

1,358

1,478

1,378

1,278

1,178

1,078

Figure 1-2: City of Phillips Population Projection Comparison
Population by Age Cohort & Population Pyramid
A shifting age structure is a national trend that is evident in Wisconsin and also Price
County. This is largely due to the baby-boomer generation, which is a large segment of the
overall population, nearing retirement age. As this age group gets older the demand for
services such as health care will increase. It will become increasingly important for
municipalities to recognize these trends and also to plan for the new demands that will
need to be met. Within the City of Phillips, the majority of the population is in the 35 to 54
age group, Table 1-4. The 2010 median age for the City of Phillips is 44.8 years of age.
The population pyramid is a graphical illustration that shows the distribution of sex and
various age groups in a population (Figure 1-3). As is typical for communities in northern
Wisconsin, there is a lack of people aged 20-24 and a sizeable population in the 65 and
older age groups.
4
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Table 1-4: Population by Age Cohort, City of Phillips
85 years and over
75 to 84 years

2000
124

2010
105

Change
-19

%Change
-15.3%

132

178

46

34.8%

151

65 to 74 years

128

55 to 64 years
45 to 54 years

232

35 to 44 years

224

25 to 34 years

180

20 to 24 years

84

15 to 19 years

116

5 to 14 years

223

Under 5 years

81

127
117
205
179
160
68

103
162
74

Selected age categories
All over 75 years
All over 65 years
All under 20 years
All under 15 years

-24
-11

-15.9%
-8.6%

-27

-11.6%

-16

-19.0%

-45
-20
-13
-61
-7

-20.1%
-11.1%
-11.2%
-27.4%
-8.6%

275

232

-43

-15.6%

304

236

-68

-22.4%

403
420

349
339

Figure 1-3: Sex by Age

5

-54
-81

-13.4%
-19.3%
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Household Characteristics
Table 1-5 represents selected household characteristics for the City of Phillips in 2000 and
2010 as reported by the U.S. Census Bureau. Overall, total households have declined by 26
units in the last ten years.
Table 1-5: City of Phillips Household Characteristics

2000
721
396
204
287
126

Total households
Family households (families)
With own children under 18 years
Husband-wife (married-couple) family
With own children under 18 years
Male householder, no wife present
With own children under 18 years
Female householder, no husband present
With own children under 18 years
Non-family households
Householder living alone
Households with individuals under 18 years
Households with individuals 65 years and over
Average household size
Average family size

82
59
325
287
214
243
2.14
2.89

Source: 2000 and 2010 U.S. Census Bureau

2010
695
338
156
236
82
23
16
79
58
357
313
166
243
2.00
2.79

Household Projections
According to the Comprehensive Planning Law, the Issues and Opportunities Element must
contain household forecasts. Table 1-6 illustrates household projections for the City of
Phillips taken from the Wisconsin Department of Administration’s Demographic Services
Center. Households are predicted to increase through 2030. However, the WDOA
projections from 2015-2030 are based on U.S. Census Bureau data from 2000, where
households had increased each decennial census from 1980-2000.
Table 1-6: City of Phillips Household Projections

City of Phillips

1980
620

1990
663

Source: U.S. Census Bureau 1980-2010 and WDOA

2000
721

2010
695

2015
815

2020
843

2025
861

2030
866

Educational Attainment
According to the 2010 U.S. Census Bureau data, approximately 93 percent of the City of
Phillip’s population age 25 and older had attained at least a high school level education or
higher with approximately 20.6 percent having attained a college level degree (bachelor’s
degree or higher). See Table 1-7 below for more information.
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Table 1-7: Comparison of Educational Attainment, Population 25 to 64 years
Attainment Level
Less than high school graduate
High school graduate
Some college or associates
degree
Bachelor’s degree or higher
Total
Source: U.S. Census Bureau

%

Price
County

%

State of
WI

%

7.3
44.5

City of
Park
Falls
91
523

7.4
42.7

469
3,497

6.0
44.5

238,504
945,445

8.0
31.7

20.6
--

235
1,226

19.2
--

1,316
7,861

16.7
--

836,801
2,984,375

28.0
--

City of
Phillips

%

50
303
140
681

188

27.6

417

34.0

2,579

33.0

963,625

32.3

Employment Characteristics & Income
A community’s labor force is
Table 1-8: City of Phillips Employment Status
the portion of the population Employment Status
Estimate
Percent
that is employed or available to
Population 16 years and over
1,184
100.0%
692
58.4%
work. The labor force includes In labor force
Employed
638
53.9%
people who are in the armed
Unemployed
54
4.6%
forces, employed, unemployed
Armed Forces
0
0.0%
and
actively
seeking Not in labor force
492
41.6%
employment. According to the
2006-2010 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates, 692 City residents aged 16 and
older are in the labor force. Table 1-8 illustrates labor force statistics for the City of Phillips
in more detail.
Table 1-9 shows that in 2010, a large
portion of the households (46.5%)
made less than $24,999 annually,
with a median (average) household
income of $29,420. In comparison,
40.0 percent of households in the
City of Park Falls earned between
$35,000 and $74,999 annually and
had a median household income of
$39,357, about $10,000 more than
the City of Phillips.

Table 1-9: City of Phillips Income & Benefits
(in 2010 inflation- adjusted dollars)
Phillips
Park Falls
Total households
731
1,266
Less than $10,000
80
177
$10,000 to $14,999
132
100
$15,000 to $24,999
128
174
$25,000 to $34,999
70
135
$35,000 to $49,999
118
295
$50,000 to $74,999
86
211
$75,000 to $99,999
73
92
$100,000 to $149,999
28
69
$150,000 to $199,999
3
13
$200,000 or more
13
0
Median household income
$29,420
$39,357
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2 – HOUSING
Introduction
Adequate housing is a cornerstone of every community. The ability of a municipality to address the
demand for housing is vital to its economic viability and the well-being of its inhabitants. By
studying housing characteristics, we are able to gain an understanding and insight into changes
taking place in the community. This element contains a compilation data specific to the City of
Phillips including housing stock assessment information for occupancy, age, structural and value
characteristics and programs that promote development of housing for persons of all income levels
and age groups.

Occupancy Characteristics
Table 2-1 illustrates housing
characteristics for the City of
Phillips for 1990, 2000 and 2010.
In the last 30 years Phillips has
gained 111 housing units, about
four per year. Of the 868 total
housing units, 38 percent are
renter-occupied units. Average
household size continues to
decline.

Table 2-1: City of Phillips Occupancy Characteristics

Total Housing Units
Total Occupied Housing Units
Owner Occupied Housing Units
Renter Occupied Housing Units
Seasonal Units
Average Household Size
Source: U.S. Census Bureau

1990

2000

2010

757
663
418
245
21
2.25

839
721
436
285
43
2.14

868
695
364
331
49
2.00

Age of Housing Stock & Structural Characteristics
The 2007-2011 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates reports that 30 percent of housing
units in the City of Phillips were constructed before 1939. See Figure 2-1 below.
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Table 2-2 displays housing stock characteristics for Phillips. Park Falls is included for comparison.
These include units in structure, rooms, mobile homes and the lack of some facilities and utilities.
Table 2-2: Physical Housing Stock Characteristics Comparisons

Community

City of Park Falls
City of Phillips

Median
Rooms
5.4
5

Units in Structure
1 unit,
1 unit,
detached attached
1,085
496

0
26

Source: 2007-2011 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates

Mobile
Homes
56
71

Lacking
Lacking
complete complete
plumbing kitchen
facilities facilities
31
31
8
8

No
telephone
service
115
3

1-UNIT DETACHED: This is a 1-unit structure detached from any other house; that is, with open
space on all four sides. Such structures are considered detached even if they have an adjoining shed
or garage. A one-family house that contains a business is considered detached as long as the
building has open space on all four sides. Mobile homes or trailers to which one or more permanent
rooms have been added or built also are included.

1-UNIT ATTACHED: This is a 1-unit structure that has one or more walls extending from ground to
roof separating it from adjoining structures. In row houses (sometimes called townhouses), double
houses, or houses attached to nonresidential structures, each house is a separate, attached
structure if the dividing or common wall goes from ground to roof.
Table 2-3 depicts home heating fuel used in the City of
Phillips in 2010. Of the 756 occupied housing units,
most are heated with utility or natural gas (66%).
Electricity and wood also make up a large portion of
ways to heat home in Phillips. No homes were heated
using solar energy.
Housing Value Characteristics
Of the owner-occupied housing units surveyed in the
2007-2011 American Community Survey for
information on the value of their homes, 46 percent of
the homes were valued between $50,000 and $99,999.
The median home value of a house in the City of
Phillips was reported as $83,200. Figure 2-2 shows
housing values for specified owner-occupied housing
units.

9

Table 2-3 Home Heating Fuel
Type of Fuel
Number
Utility Gas
499
Bottles, tank, or LP gas
4
Electricity
182
Fuel oil, kerosene, etc.
3
Wood
56
Solar energy
0
Other fuel
12
No fuel used
0

Source: 2007-2011 American Community Survey 5-Year
Estimates
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Affordable and Accessible Housing
Phillips encourages and promotes the private sector to address the needs of all income levels, age
groups, and persons with special needs in the development of housing within the city. The city itself
cannot independently supply the range of housing needs local residents may in fact desire. As a
result, the private sector is encouraged to make available the development or redevelopment of
land to accommodate housing choices for all income levels and housing types, including low- and
moderate-income.

Housing Programs

The Wisconsin comprehensive planning legislation requires the plan to contain a list of programs to
provide an adequate housing supply that meets existing and forecasted housing demand. Below is a
list of housing programs available to the City of Phillips.

WHEDA (Wisconsin Housing and Economic Development Authority)
The Wisconsin Housing and Economic Development Authority serve Wisconsin residents and
communities by working with others to provide creative financing resources and information to
stimulate and preserve affordable housing, small business, and agribusiness.

USDA-Rural Development
Rural Development administers federal funds to help secure loan options to assist low- to
moderate-income families with home purchase and rehabilitation. Rural Development generally
funds individuals who cannot obtain conventional financing.

Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) Housing Rehabilitation
Housing rehabilitation funds are made available through the Department of Housing and Urban
Development, Washington, DC as a pass through to the State of Wisconsin. CDBG housing
rehabilitation funds are available to municipalities to help offset rehabilitation costs by eligible
homeowners and landlords.

The City of Phillips has been a past recipient of the CDBG Housing Program. Funds are available to
qualifying applicants (low to moderate income) for making major repairs to housing units such as
replacing shingles, windows, siding, and doors; improving plumbing and electrical systems; adding
10
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insulation to walls and attics; and providing down payment assistance to persons to purchase a
home.
Community Development Block Grant Emergency Assistance Program (CDBG-EAP)
Emergency assistance funds are available to assist local governments in responding to emergency
housing needs. The funds are provided to eligible families (low to moderate income) whose homes
sustained damage due to the natural forces.

Northwest Affordable Housing Inc.
Northwest Affordable Housing Inc., located in Spooner, WI is a 501(C)(3) non-profit organization
having access to housing funds to assist qualifying homeowners (low to moderate income) make
major repairs to housing units including replacing shingles, windows, siding, and doors; improving
plumbing and electrical systems; adding insulation to walls and attics; and other home repairs.
Indianhead Community Action Agency
With its headquarters in Ladysmith, WI, this agency provides weatherization (insulation, windows,
doors, energy efficient furnaces, etc.) to income eligible homeowners needing specific types of
home improvements.

Tomorrow’s Home Foundation
The Tomorrow’s Home Foundation was created in 2000 for several purposes, including assisting
disabled persons in the purchase of a manufactured or modular home via a down payment
assistance grant, providing emergency assistance grants designed to make critical repairs so that
individuals and families can stay in their manufactured or mobile home, create a method and mode
for disposing of old, uninhabitable mobile homes that were blighting the countryside and educating
the manufactured and modular housing industry. At the present time, the Tomorrow's Home
Foundation only operates in the State of Wisconsin.
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3 - TRANSPORTATION
Introduction
Transportation is necessary for the effective movement of people and goods within and
outside an area. It plays a vital role in the facilitation of an area’s economy, land use, and
development. This element of the City of Phillips Comprehensive Plan presents an
inventory of the existing transportation facilities and services and discusses future
transportation needs and concerns. Included in this section is a detailed analysis of the
various modes of transportation including the road/street system, airport, railroad
facilities, bicycle and pedestrian transportation, public transportation and other motorized
and non-motorized transportation facilities within the City and surrounding area.

Road System
The movement of people and goods from one destination to another in a safe, economical
and efficient manner is of great importance. The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA)
has established the ‘Functional Road Classification’ system as a way to categorize road
systems according to their function along a continuum that indicates the greatest
mobility/greatest access to property. Roads that provide the greatest mobility are
classified as principal arterials and collectors in this continuum. Roads classified as ‘local’
provide the greatest access to property and are the most common in most communities.
Within in the City of Phillips, functional
road classification types are represented
by Principal Arterials (STH 13), Major
Collectors (CTH D, F, H & W), Minor
Collectors (South Airport Road & Avon
Avenue) and many local streets – Table 31.
Map 2 depicts the City of Phillips
Functional Road Classification.

Table 3-1: Functional Classification
Miles
2.39
Principal Arterials
0.0
Minor Arterials
2.83
Major Collectors
2.47
Minor Collectors
Local Streets
15.3
Total
22.99
Source: WisDOT

Traffic Volumes of Road System
Table 3-2 depicts change in Annual Average Daily Traffic (AADT) at recording sites on
roads and streets passing through the City of Phillips from 2002 to 2010. As is indicated in
the table, all traffic recording sites have shown a decrease in AADT since 2002. The
decrease in AADT in and around the City of Phillips could be attributed to residents of the
city and surrounding towns making less frequent vehicular trips related to shopping,
commuting to work, and recreational purposes; and less travel by tourists and visitors to
the area because of the recent recession and spike in gasoline prices.
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Table 3-2: City of Phillips AADT 2002-2010
Site 1: STH 13 between Cherry St. & Chestnut St.
Site 2: STH 13 south of Oak St.
Site 3: STH 13 north of Emery St. (CTH D)
Site 4: STH 13 north of CTH F
Site 5: CTH H south of S Airport Rd.
Site 6: CTH W (Beebe St.) @ STH 13
Site 7: Avon Ave between Chestnut St. & Maple St.
Site 8: Avon Ave between Oak St. & Maple St.
Site 9: S Airport Rd
Source: WisDOT

2002
9000
7700
8600
6800
1600
4300
1500
1100
390

2005
9900
7600
7400
6000
1600
4300
1500
1100
390

2007
8000
6900
6500
n/a
1600
4300
1500
1100
n/a

2010
7800
6400
6000
4600
1400
2300
1400
880
200

Change
-1200
-1300
-2600
-2200
-200
-2000
-100
-220
-190

Table 3-3: General Transportation Aid
General Transportation Aids (GTA)
Payments 2006-2012, City of Phillips
General Transportation Aids (GTA) provide
Year
Payment
local
governments
with
a
partial
2006
$111,587.35
reimbursement of funds to offset the cost of
2007
$106,007.98
municipal street construction, maintenance,
2008
$116,376.15
traffic, and police costs. The City’s payment is
2009
$116,373.72
based on either a share of eligible
2010
$114,762.30
transportation related expenditures, or a per
2011
$131,976.65
mile payment. The City lost a significant
2012
$118,778.99
amount of GTA in 2012, losing over $13,000.
Table 3-3 reveals the GTA payments Phillips has received from 2006 to 2012.

Local Road Improvement Plan
The City of Phillips maintains a 5-year street improvement plan to improve and upgrade
local streets. Table 3-4 details the future street improvements to 2016. Due to unforeseen
circumstances, the street improvement plan is subject to change.

Table 3-4: City of Phillips Street Improvement Plan, 2012-2016
Type of
Year
Street Name
Location
Improvement
Beebe St
Chestnut St. to Cherry St
2013
Chestnut St
Beebe St to Eyder Ave
Reconstruct
Eyder Ave
Maple St to Chestnut St
2014
Jackson Ave
Fifield St to Wyoming
Reconstruct
Maple St
Dead End to Avon Ave
2015
Resurface
Linden St
Eyder Ave to Argyle Ave
2016
Airport Rd
Hwy. 13 to Cth. H
Reconstruct
Source: City of Phillips

Estimated
Cost
$650,000
$310,000
$178,000
$783,000

Price County Airport
The Price County Airport is a public airport located on approximately 518 acres of land in
the north portion of the corporate limits of the City of Phillips. The airport opened in 1945
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and is classified as a Transport/Corporate airport, which is intended to serve corporate
jets, small passenger and cargo aircraft used in regional service. These aircraft generally
have a gross takeoff weight of less than 60,000 pounds, with approach speeds below 141
knots and wingspans of less than 118 feet. The airport offers two runways; *Runway 1/19
(5,000 feet long) and *Runway 6/24 (3,950 feet long). Other amenities at the airport
include Airport management aviation fuel, aircraft parking (ramp or tiedown), passenger
terminal and lounge, flight training, pilot supplies, rental cars, courtesy cars (free for pilots
to use in the local area), public telephone and computerized weather. Future expansion and
improvements to the airport have been discussed and are still in the discussion and
planning stage.
The Wisconsin Department of Transportation Bureau of Aeronautics compiles a list of
projects for all airports in the State of Wisconsin. The project listing is a snapshot of BOA’s
5-year program, based on assumptions about available revenue, legislative decisions and
local funding. Inclusion in this program is not a guarantee of funding, nor an indicator of
final approval. Table 3-5 below is the projected schedule of improvements for Price County
Airport.
Program Year: 2013

Table 3-5: Price County Airport Project Listing

Project Title: State Aid - Sealcoat Program
• Sealcoat (only) Runway 1/19 (primary)
• Sealcoat Runway 6/24
Project Title: AIP 11 – Block Grant
• Replace 100LL fuel tank (upgrade underground fuel tanks &
accessories)
Project Title: Sponsor Only 61 (possible AIP)
• Purchase Hanger

Program Year: 2014

Project Title: AIP 12 – Block Grant (potential state aid before 2014)
• Reconstruct Auto Parking Lot & Relocate/Reconstruct Entrance Road
• Reconstruct & Expand Apron
• Develop Corporate Hanger Area & Taxiway to Hanger Area
Project Title: State Aid 62
• Install electronic gate
• Update security measures

Program Year: 2015

Project Title: AIP 13 – Block Grant
• Reconstruct Runway 1/19 (primary)
Project Title: State Aid – GCO Program
• Install Ground Communications Outlet

Total Cost
$1,774,122.00
$50,000.00
$400,000.00
$105,000.00
$166,667.00
$400,000.00
$200,000.00
$60,000.00
$60,000.00

$2,000,000.00
$10,000.00

Source: WisDOT, Bureau of Aeronautics

Other Modes of Transportation
While the road/street system is the main transportation mode through the city, there are
other modes of transportation that the city that encourage neighborhood designs that
support a range of transportation choices. Some of those are include the following.
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Pedestrian Travel
Pedestrian travel is an often overlooked, yet important mode of transportation. All people
are pedestrians at one time or another, even those who generally use other modes such as
automobiles or transit. A five-minute walk through a neighborhood enables the pedestrian
to connect with friends, neighbors, and social institutions in a way he or she cannot from
inside a vehicle. Within the City of Phillips pedestrian travel is made possible by a series of
sidewalks connecting residential neighborhoods, commercial developments, schools and
parks. Some segments of the City do not have sidewalks, forcing pedestrians to use local
streets. A 1 ½ mile lighted and paved walking trail is located around Elk Lake in Lionite
Park.
Bicycling
The City of Phillips does not have designated on or off road bicycle trails. Biking within the
City of Phillips is currently supported by the local street system. The WisDOT, along with
the Bicycle Federation of Wisconsin have compiled a Wisconsin State Bike Map that
highlights bicycling conditions on select roadways in northern Wisconsin. There are no
officially designated bicycle routes in the city according to the map, but county highways
coming into the City are rated based on their condition for biking.
Transportation Facilities for the Disabled
Residents of the area can take advantage of this specialized transportation service through
four organizations that provide transportation services to city residents. The following
programs are provided by Price County Human Services Department- Aging Unit & Aging
and Disability Resource Center-North.
•

•
•

•
•

Senior Medical Transportation: The purpose of the Price County Aging Unit
Transportation Program is to provide non-emergency medical transportation
through door-to-door service.

Senior Shopping Service: The purpose of this service is to provide local shopping
transportation typically on a weekly basis through door-to-door service.

Private Transportation Services for Physically Disabled/Wheelchair Bound:
Provided by Abby-Vans, Comfort Carriers, Howard Young Med. Transport, Key Care,
Inc. and New Richmond Transport.
Angel Flight Central: This service provides air transportation for medical,
compassion or community service.

The Lauri Jean Zach Center Inc.: Located in Glidden, WI this center provides medical
transportation under contract with Ashland County Aging Unit and provide
transportation for clients to and from day program activities.
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Mass Transit
No mass transit (bus or rail) services exist within the City of Phillips or Price County. The
closest access to commercial bus transportation is available through Indian Trails with
stops in Ashland and Hurley. Jefferson Lines also provides commercial bus transportation
with the closest scheduled stop in Abbotsford at the Super 39 Shell Store.

Trucking
Trucking through the City is accommodated by the existing highway system. Although no
national transportation trucking company is located in the City, Transport Services
Unlimited (TSU) provides specialized services to clients throughout western Wisconsin and
eastern Minnesota.

Weight restriction on local highways can impact product delivery during the spring of each
year. These restrictions generally last for approximately one month and are a direct result
of the freeze/thaw process during “spring breakup.” While weight restrictions rarely affect
personal vehicular use, they can create problems in the delivery of certain building
materials and other products.

Water and Railroads
No direct waterborne commerce routes are available to the City. The nearest commercial
ports are located in Duluth/Superior, Ashland and along the Mississippi River in western
Wisconsin and eastern Minnesota.

One railroad currently bisects the City of Phillips. Canadian National (CN) Railroad owns
and operates the rail line running north and south through the City. From Phillips, the rail
corridor runs south intersecting with CN lines east into Michigan and west to Cameron, WI
and runs north to Ashland.
State, Regional, and Other Transportation Plans
The Wisconsin Comprehensive Planning Legislation requires that Phillips identify other
applicable state, regional, and other transportation plans. Table 3-6 lists these plans.
Table 3-6: State, Regional & Other Applicable Plans
State Plans
Regional
Other Plans
Plans
Corridors 2020, Connections
Transportation corridor plans
NA
NA
2030, TRANSLINKS 21
County highway functional and
NA
NA
NA
jurisdictional studies
Urban area transportation plans
NA
NA
NA
WI Bicycle Transportation
Price Cty.
Plan 2020, WI Pedestrian
Highway
Rural area transportation plans
NA
Policy Plan 2020, WI State
Dept.
Highway Plan 2020
Budget
Airport master plans
WI Airport System Plan 2020
NA
NA
Draft-Wisconsin Rail Plan
Rail plans
NA
NA
2030
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4 – UTILITIES & COMMUNITY FACILITIES
Public and community facilities and services provided by public or private entities to a
community are vital elements in a community’s progress and well-being. Public and
community facilities include local governmental buildings, libraries, education institutes
and maintenance and storage facilities. Services include police and fire protection, medical,
municipal water and sewer services, electrical, natural gas, telephone and cable.
As part of the comprehensive planning process, the public and community facilities and
services provided either by the City of Phillips or by other public or private entities were
reviewed and evaluated as to their present condition and adequacy to meet the current and
future needs of the City.

Utilities

Water Supply
The City of Phillips’s water system consists of supply, storage, and
delivery facilities. Municipal water is pumped from three (3)
different groundwater wells to fill two elevated tanks and is then
distributed under pressure to connections in the service area.
Average daily pumpage is 325,000 gallons per day (gpd). Chemical
additions include Chloride, Fluoride, Polyphosphate and Caustic
Soda. On a quarterly basis, the City of Phillips Utility Department
sends out approximately 800 sewer and water bills.

The City of Phillips storage facilities consist of two above ground,
elevated tanks or water towers. One water tower is located on Peterson Drive. The above
ground tank is able to hold 100,000 gallons of water. The second water tower is located at
Balsam Street – Map 3. The tank is able to hold 250,000 gallons of water.

Annually, the City of Phillips is required to submit by July 1st to all property owners
receiving municipal water a Consumer Confidence Report (CCR) that describes the quality
of water the city is providing.

Over the 20-year planning horizon, maintenance and improvements to the existing water
supply system are anticipated. As public highways are improved, replacing old water lines
is critical. Additionally, providing adequate water pressure/flow for fire prevention in all
areas of the city must be maintained and enhanced. New water distribution/lines may be
necessary in portions of the city where development is present or projected to occur.
Sanitary Sewer Service
The City of Phillips wastewater treatment facility, located adjacent to STH 13 (Map 3)
provides primary settling, secondary treatment by rotating biological contactors and final
clarification. The current system has been in place since 1987. The last major upgrade was
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in 2002. Chlorination and dechlorination is used from May to September annually for
disinfection. Effluent is combined with Phillips Plating and discharged into Elk Lake.
Sludge is treated in anaerobic digestors and spread as a soil conditioner on approved
cropland. The treatment system uses one lift station, approximately 14 miles of sanitary
sewer lines and has a design capacity of 1.2 Million Gallons per Day (MGD) with an average
daily flow of 0.375 MGD. The last major upgrades were in 2002.

Over the 20-year planning horizon, maintenance and improvements to the existing sewer
service system is likely. The City is in the process of looking to replace the current system
with ultraviolet disinfection.

Solid Waste Disposal & Recycling
The City of Phillips currently has a three (3) year contract with Veolia Environmental
Services for both garbage and recycling (curbside-pickup) services. Garbage bag stickers
are sold at Copps behind the service desk: $2.25 – 33 gal bag and $1.25 -13 gal bag. Citizens
can purchase bags and attach a city sticker. Garbage and recyclables are currently picked
up every Monday.

Solid waste picked up in the City of Phillips is hauled and disposed of at the Cranberry
Creek Landfill, located in Wisconsin Rapids. Veolia Environmental Services provides
residents with curbside recycling in the City of Phillips. Accepted recyclables include, but
are not limited to; paper, plastics, aluminum, glass, tin and cardboard. Although there are
no active municipal dumpsites in the city, one closed landfills exists and is located near
Marquip LLC on Airport Road. Over the 20-year planning horizon, it is anticipated the city
will continue to contract for solid waste disposal services.

Northwest Cleansweep was developed by Northwest Regional
Planning Commission in 1995 to provide for the collection of
hazardous wastes throughout a ten-county service area. The program
provides these services to households, farms, farm-related businesses,
schools, municipalities, and businesses. A mixture of multiple single
day collection events during the summer months and a mobile
collection of hazardous wastes at businesses, schools and
municipalities in the spring and fall of each year are held. Single day events are scheduled
each year in Phillips, Park Falls and Prentice.
Some of the typical chemicals brought in to a collection event include antifreeze, ballasts,
acids, caustics, fertilizers, insecticides, mercury, oil filters, oxidizers, paint, pesticides,
poisons, solvents, and water reactives. Paints and solvents generally account for nearly 60
percent of the material brought into an event. Certain items cannot be safely accepted at
collection events, such as radioactive materials, explosives, freon, ammunition, or
biological, infectious or medical wastes (other than pharmaceutical medications).
Over the 20-year planning horizon, it is anticipated that the city will continue to contract
recycling services through a local solid waste vendor.
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Storm Water Management
The City provides storm water management and runoff through the use of storm drains
along city streets. Storm water flows to Duroy and Elk lakes.

Communication Facilities and Services
Access to fast and reliable telecom services and a skilled workforce to use the services are
becoming a particularly important factor in economic development. Several
communication companies provide service to Phillips. The quality of telecommunication
services depends on the capacity of the network that serves the City. Future services will
also depend on identifying and planning for future development/construction areas.

Local and Long Distance Telephone Service. Price County Telephone Company
provides the City of Phillips with local telephone service. Several companies are
available to provide long distance telephone and Internet services.

Internet. The City of Phillips has its own Internet World Wide Web page,
www.cityofphillips.com. It is currently maintained by a private party and is used to
educate residents and visitors about the city and its community services and
programs. Contact information for elected and appointed officials, as well as
meeting agendas and announcements are posted on the web page.
Newspapers. Price County Publications a division of American Consolidated Media
publishes both the Park Falls Herald and the Phillips Bee. THE BEE, the official
newspaper of Price Country, has been serving the public since 1884 and is the
primary paper serving the City of Phillips. The City uses this paper, which is
published each Thursday, to post meeting announcements and other articles of
general interest.

Television and Radio. No television or radio stations reside in the City of Phillips.
Local television is provided by stations located in Eau Claire, Wausau, and
Rhinelander. Cable T.V. service is provided by Price County Telephone Co. Closest
licensed radio stations are in Park Falls and include: WHBM 90.3 FM (Public Radio),
WCQM 98.3 (Country Music) and WNBI 980 AM (Easy Listening).
Postal Service. The City of Phillips has its own postal zip code, 54555. The City
post office is located at 194 North Avon Avenue.

Cellular/PCS Towers (Personal Communication Service). Over time, as wireless
communication company’s look to expand their services, more cellular towers may
be erected in other towns surrounding the City. Price County currently has cell
tower guidelines in place for the construction of new towers. Although it is has been
the City’s policy to not develop cellular towers in the City limits due to the flight
paths in and out of the Phillips Municipal Airport, an Alltel tower was built at a
lower height to accommodate the needs of the airport. As part of the planning
process, the city should work with the county in determining acceptable locations
for possible future tower locations and ordinances.
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Power Plants & Transmission Lines
There are currently no power plants in the City of Phillips. The closest power plant is at the
Flambeau Station (16 MWe) near Park Falls. One 155 KV transmission line runs northeast
of the City of Phillips and one substation is located within the City.

Electricity & Natural Gas
Xcel Energy currently provides electricity and natural gas to the City of Phillips. Natural
gas service is available to most properties via a high-pressure natural gas main with a
carrying capacity of 450 pounds of pressure. Over the 20-year planning horizon, it is not
anticipated that the City of Phillips itself will engage in providing electrical power or
natural gas services to the City.

Public and Community Facilities & Services

*Map 4 depicts community facilities identified in this section.

City Hall
The Phillips City Municipal Hall is located at 174 South Eyder Avenue in the southern
portion of the City. It consists of administrative offices of the mayor, clerk/treasurer,
zoning administrator, director of public works and police department. Elections are also
held in City Hall.

The City of Phillips rents its large municipal hall at a cost of $300.00 per day of the activity
and a $150.00 security deposit. Tables (64 at 3' x 6' each), 409-435 chairs, bathroom
facilities, kitchen, and other amenities are included with the rental. The rental hall size is
70 feet wide by 99 feet long and holds a maximum capacity of 800 people. A training room
and council room are also available at the municipal hall, and a pavilion is available for rent
at the Elk Lake (Lionite) Park.

Police Department
The City of Phillips Police Department is currently housed in the City Municipal Hall located
at 174 South Eyder Avenue. The City of Phillips Police Department is staffed by five fulltime staff members, five part-time staff members, a part time school liaison officer and six
trained volunteer law enforcement chaplains. The department includes a Chief of Police,
Lieutenant and Patrol officers who all have duties including, crime prevention patrols,
public relations, conflict mediation and resolution, emergency response, enforcement of
State and local laws and ordinances, traffic enforcement, accident investigations, basic and
major crime investigations, evidence technicians, death investigators and a narcotics
officer. The department provides mutual aid as per state statutes allow.
Fire Department
The Phillips Fire Department is located at 164 S Avon Avenue. The Phillips Fire
Department provides fire service to nearly 5,000 people and covers an area of
approximately 330 square miles, which includes the City of Phillips, Town of Elk, Town of
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Emery, Town of Worcecster, and two-thirds of the Town of Flambeau. The department
currently has 28 volunteer fire fighters and has an Insurance Service Office (ISO) rating of
5. The ISO rating is an indication of how quickly and efficiently fire departments respond
to fire emergencies in their district. The lower the ISO rating on a scale of 1 to 10, the better
the insurance rates are (generally).
Rescue
Emergency rescue services are provided to the City of Phillips through the Central Price
County Ambulance. Two ambulances are stored in the fire department on South Avon
Avenue. The Central Price County Ambulance covers the same area as the fire department
except that it also covers the Town of Harmony.
Library
The Phillips Public Library located at 286 Cherry Street in the City of Phillips is the only
library in Phillips and is open to the public. The Phillips Public Library provides quality
materials in a variety of formats, as well as informational, educational, cultural and
recreational services and programs for all.

Cemeteries
The City of Phillips operates two municipal cemeteries within its boundaries. Both the
Lakeside Cemetery and II Lakes Cemetery are located just off of CTH H on the north side of
the City. The cemeteries are run by the Lakeside Cemetery Association. Over the 20-year
planning horizon, the city does not anticipate developing or adding more cemeteries.
Educational Facilities
The Phillips School District covers approximately 600 square miles and has three physical
schools and a virtual school with a district enrollment of 803 students in September 2011.
The District has 61 teachers (includes one full-time guidance counselor and one full-time
attendance/discipline/athletic director), 7 Administrative/Supervisors (includes
superintendent, finance manager, two principals, systems technician, school psych, aquatic
director), Administrative support (includes six secretaries and one IT support) and
Educational support (includes aids, cooks bus drivers and custodians). These figures do
not include substitutes or lifeguards from the community pool.

The Phillips Elementary School (grades Pre-Kindergarten to grade 5) is located at 400
Turner Street and has an enrollment 355 pupils, the Phillips Middle School (grades 6-8) is
located 365 Highway 100 and has an enrollment of 173 pupils and the Phillips High School
(grades 9-12) is located at 990 Flambeau Avenue has an enrollment of 275 pupils.

Beginning in 2011, the School District of the Phillips started offering virtual learning
opportunities for students within the district. The program was developed to better serve
the unmet needs of some students and move toward preparing all students for the 21st
century skills they will be required to demonstrate in the future. The School District of
Phillips is partnering with the Department of Public Instruction (DPI), Wisconsin Virtual
School, and WiscNet to provide viable course options for students.
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Northcentral Technical College
The Northcentral Technical College, headquartered in Wausau has a regional (north)
campus located at 1408 Pine Ridge Road in Phillips. The Northcentral Technical College
(NTC) has been a vital educational component for the citizens of North Central Wisconsin.
In 1987, NTC dedicated the Phillips Campus, and has been effectively connecting students
with the business community.

Other post-secondary educational opportunities exist including: UW-Stevens Point (112
miles), UW-Eau Claire (110 miles), UW-Superior (154 miles), UW-Green Bay (183 miles),
Northland College in Ashland, WI (74 miles), Gogebic Community College in Ironwood, MI
(78 miles) and multiple WITC campuses scattered throughout the region.

Although over the 20-year planning horizon the City of Phillips does not anticipate
developing any educational facilities, it does encourage all educational campuses in
proximity of Phillips to coordinate and develop multiple use facilities whereby enhanced
services or facilities are available.

Medical/Health Care Facilities and Services
The closest hospital facility to Phillips residents is the Flambeau Hospital located at 98
Sherry Avenue in Park Falls. The hospital is jointly sponsored by Ministry Health Care and
Marshfield Clinic and is the northern most facility in the network that serves a patient base
of 17,650 people in four counties.

Flambeau Hospital is a Critical Access Hospital and provides 24-hour care for inpatient and
outpatient services, emergency ambulance services, and home health & hospice service. It
is licensed for 25 beds, including the Intensive Care Unit and Medical/Surgery. Flambeau
Hospital is jointly sponsored by Ministry Health Care and Marshfield Clinic.
Two clinics are available to residents and visitors of the
City of Phillips. Marshfield Clinic-Phillips Center is
located at 104 Trinity Avenue and Aspirus Clinic located
at 625 Peterson Avenue. Both clinics offer numerous
services to community members.

Other area hospitals where residents can receive full medical Aspirus Clinic – Phillips, WI
services include Memorial Health Center (Medford), Rusk
County Memorial Hospital (Ladysmith), and Ashland Memorial Health Center. All of these
hospitals operate facilities that are staffed 24 hours a day.

Senior and Disabled Care Facilities and Independent Living
Senior and assisted living opportunities are an important need for every community in
northern Wisconsin. The following is a list of senior care facilities located in the City of
Phillips for senior citizens and disabled residents.
 Aspirus Pleasant View Nursing Home is a licensed nursing home for seniors that
also provides rehabilitation facilities.
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 Aspirus Duroy Terrace Apartments is a RCAC (Residential Care Apartment Complex)
that is both an independent and assisted senior living facility. Aspirus Duroy
Terrace is connected to the Aspirus Pleasant View Nursing Home.
 Aspirus– Primrose Corner provides care for physically and cognitively disabled
individuals

 Aspirus Rosewood provides care for physically and cognitively disabled individuals.
 Aspirus Pleasant View – Regency House is halfway step between Duroy Terrace and
the Pleasant View Nursing Home. This facility also houses the Aspirus Regency
Adult Day Center, which is an adult daycare center.

Child Care Facilities & Services
The City of Phillips residents have access to a number of childcare providers in the city and
many more throughout the county. As of June 2012, according to
www.childcarefinder.wisconsin.gov, there are two Certified Family providers, two Licensed
Group providers, and one Licensed & Certified Family provider located within the City of
Phillips. Residents have access to a number of childcare providers in the city and many
more throughout the county.
Parks & Recreational Facilities
In 2011 the City of Phillips adopted a revised Parks and
Recreation Plan to identify future parks and recreation
needs, prioritize those needs and to suggest appropriate
action to be taken by the City to meet the needs. Below is a
listing of parks and recreation areas available to residents
and visitors within the City of Phillips. Refer to the City of
Phillips Park and Recreation Plan for more information.







Elk Lake (Lionite) Park
Bostrom Park
Veterans Memorial Park
Sokol Park
Skate Park
Cemetery Park







Four Seasons (Chapman’s) Park
Shamrock Field
Ann Marie Fields
Ice Skating Rink
Phillips Community Pool

Trails
There are two designated trail systems within the City of Phillips. There is a 1.5 mile paved
and lighted walking trail located along Elk Lake at Elk Lake Park. The City of Phillips has
also developed and adopted an official ATV route map that is available on the City of
Phillips website.
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Boat Launches
A public boat launch is available at Elk Lake Park, with adjacent parking, along with a picnic
area and restrooms. An additional City owned and maintained boat ramp is located
adjacent to Bostrom Park, just off State Highway 13.

Other Government Facilities
Because the City of Phillips is the county seat of Price County, there are a number of
county-owned buildings located in Phillips. They included the following:
Price County Courthouse
The Price County Courthouse is located at 126 Cherry
Street in the City of Phillips and is the headquarters for the
following offices; clerk/treasurer, circuit court, budget and
accounting, child support agency, district attorney,
personnel department, real property lister, register of
deeds, state probation & parole office, surveyor’s office,
tourism department and veteran’s service office.

Courthouse Annex / Normal Building
Located at 104 South Eyder Avenue, the Courthouse Annex/Normal Building houses the
following offices; emergency management, forestry and parks department, department of
health and human services, information technology, land conservation and zoning and UWExtension.
Price County Sheriff’s Department/Jail
The Sheriff’s Department is located at 164 Cherry Street in the City of Phillips. Inside the
Safety Building the jail, dispatch center and Sheriff’s administrative offices are located. The
facility is operated 24 hours a day 7 days a week.

Price County Airport
The Price County Airport, located at N1205 Airport Road is a corporate/transport rated
airport with two runways. The airport is open to the public and is located within the city
limits of Phillips. The airport adjoins the Phillips Industrial Park and is within one mile of
Phillips’ newest Industrial Park. The airport is open and attended year around, seven days
a week, including holidays. For more information on the Price County Airport, see the
Transportation section of this plan.
Price County Fairgrounds
Partly located in the northeast portion of the City of Phillips and Town of Worcester, the
fairgrounds provide space and structures for the annual Price County Fair in August as well
as other events.
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5 – ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Introduction
The ability of a community to retain its existing businesses and to attract new and
innovative businesses, industries, and workers is a key element for the community’s
economic survival and prosperity. Providing a good climate for business development
enhances the community’s overall well being both in financial terms as well as in civic
pride. By providing for its businesses and the residents who comprise its workforce, the
community insures its future success. Numerous factors contribute to the economic
development of a community, many of which extend far beyond the community’s
boundaries. Therefore, in addition to the specific data on the City of Phillips, this element
includes information on Price County.
This element of the comprehensive plan contains a compilation of background information,
goals, objectives, and programs to promote the retention and stabilization of the economic
base in the City of Phillips. Furthermore, this chapter includes an assessment of new
businesses and industries that are desired in the city; an assessment of the city’s strengths
and weaknesses with respect to attracting and retaining businesses and industries; and an
inventory of environmentally contaminated sites. It also identifies applicable county, state
and regional economic development programs that apply to the City of Phillips.

Analysis of Labor Force
Labor force is that portion of the population 16 years or older that is employed or
unemployed but actively looking for a job. According to the 2007-2011 American
Community Survey 5-Year Estimates, there are 1,304 persons over 16 years of age in
Phillips. Of those, 765 are in the civilian labor force. Table 5-1 details the labor force
statistics for the City of Phillips.
Table 5-1: City of Phillips Labor Force Statistics
Estimate
EMPLOYMENT STATUS
Population 16 years and over
1,304
In labor force
765
Civilian labor force
765
Employed
707
Unemployed
58
Armed forces
0
Not in labor force
539
Females 16 years and over
712
In labor force
365
Civilian labor force
365
Employed
350
OCCUPATION
Management, business, science, and arts
246
Service occupations
131
Sales and office occupations
79
25

Percent
100.0%
58.7%
58.7%
54.2%
4.4%
0.0%
41.3%
100.0%
51.3%
51.3%
49.2%
34.8%
18.5%
11.2%
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Natural resources, construction & maintenance
Production, transportation & material moving
CLASS OF WORKER
Private wage and salary workers
Government workers
Self-employed in own not incorporated business
workers
Unpaid family workers
Source: 2007-2011 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates

50
201

7.1%
28.4%

0

0.0%

573
98
36

81.0%
13.9%
5.1%

Employment by Industry
Table 5-2 details the number of employed residents of the City of Phillips by industry
sector from the U.S. Census Bureau’s 2007-2011 American Community Survey 5-Year
Estimates. As shown, manufacturing is the largest industry sector providing 289 or 40.9%
percent of the jobs to residents of the City of Phillips. Educational services and health care
(19.4%), and arts, entertainment, recreation, accommodation and food services (8.1%) are
the next largest industry sector employers. Under the industry classification system
(NAICS) school districts are included in the Education and Health industry sector, not with
Government as they once were.
Table 5-2: City of Phillips Employment by Industry

Industry
All Industries
Agriculture, forestry, fishing and hunting, and mining
Construction

Total

Percent

707

100.0%

15

2.1%

18

2.5%

Manufacturing

289

40.9%

Transportation and warehousing, and utilities

12

1.7%

Wholesale trade
Retail trade

Information

Finance, insurance, real estate, and rental and leasing

Professional, scientific, mgmt., admin, and waste mgmt.

13
40
12
25
30

1.8%
5.7%
1.7%
3.5%
4.2%

Educational, health and social services

137

19.4%

Public administration

44

6.2%

Arts, entertainment, recreation, accommodation and food serv.
Other services (except public administration)

Source: 2007-2011 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates
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Analysis of Economic Base
The City of Phillips is located in the center of Price County, of which it is also the county
seat. Located almost entirely within the city limits is Duroy and Elk Lake, which offers its
residents and visitors a plethora of recreational opportunities and provides an excellent
place to fish, swim, or just relax. Its location on State Highway 13 and a municipal airport
make it easily accessible. Maintaining the balance of growing the local economic base and
preserving the quality of life can be a challenge for the city and local economic
development organizations.
In August 2006, the City of Phillips completed an Economic Development Strategy plan.
The primary objective of the plan is to support the continued vitality of local jobs.
Economic activity crosses domestic political boundaries at will and is influenced even more
due to international influences in manufacturing. The Economic Development Strategy is
intended to be a forward looking effort that engaged the community by examining what the
future economic development strategies of the community should be, based on trends,
public desires, and projected economic development initiatives.

The Central Business District (CBD) of Phillips is located along State Highway 13 and
contains typical early twentieth century structures. Most of the commercial development is
concentrated in this downtown area. During the early 1990s, the city participated in the
State of Wisconsin’s Main Street Program and initiated some selected downtown
improvements. However, the program was disbanded after nearly seven years of
operation. The CBD is an important community asset that not only provides goods and
services to the local community, but one that showcases the city to travelers and visitor.

Attracting and Retaining Business and Industry
Historically, business attraction has centered on manufacturing and will likely continue to
do so, but increasingly, attracting retail, tourism, technology, and service-oriented
businesses has become important in order to diversify and expand business clusters in the
area. To be successful, an attractive and competitive environment must be provided.
Entrepreneurship and small business development is necessary to create new jobs and
provide stability to the local economic base.
Because of structural changes in the economy and the transition from a primarily physicallabor industrial age economy to an intellectual-labor, information age or knowledge-based
economy, the development of technology-based businesses has become even more
important to attract high-skilled, high-paying jobs. The City of Phillips and Price County, as
indicated in the following sections, has the necessary amenities, such as high-speed
telecommunication access, adequate power sources, and access to financing to attract
knowledge-based businesses.

It is estimated that 85 percent of the employment in an area is generated by the existing
businesses; therefore, retaining these companies is a high priority for local officials and
economic development organizations. To accomplish this, the obstacles that restrict the
growth of existing businesses must be removed and assistance must be given to them to
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help them remain competitive in a global economy. This section provides information on
existing programs, initiatives, infrastructure, and organizations available to attract/retain
businesses and industries in Phillips and Price County.

Northcentral Technical College
Northcentral Technical College (NTC) provides a hands-on, skills-based education that
creates quality employment opportunities for residents in a 10-county district that
includes Price County and the City of Phillips. NTC has its main campus at Wausau, which is
about 70 miles from Phillips; however, the college has several regional campuses, one of
which is located in Phillips. NTC graduates stimulate local economic development by
putting their education to work in northern Wisconsin. NTC also offers some hands on
training programs in cooperation with some of the employers in the city.

Northwest Wisconsin Concentrated Employment Program
The Northwest Wisconsin Concentrated Employment Program, Inc. (NWCEP) is a nonprofit corporation whose mission is to strengthen the economy by providing effective and
efficient workforce development services to businesses and workers. In existence since
1968, it administers programs to help local youth and adults gain marketable skills and
find better jobs. In addition, NWCEP provides a variety of services, including workshops,
conferences, and newsletters for businesses and business development. Its main office is
located in the City of Ashland.
Department of Workforce Development Job Service
The Department of Workforce Development Job Service is responsible for planning,
administering and making available high quality public labor exchange (JobNet) and
targeted program services for job seekers, employers, UI Claimants/Dislocated Workers
and Wisconsin Veterans.

Wisconsin Job Center
The Wisconsin Job Center with a location in Phillips is a one-stop employment and training
provider network combining resources and services for job seekers and employers. The
Center provides JobNet Computer Access/Internet, job postings, and resume and resource
information.
Small Business Development Center
Another source for technical assistance is the Small Business Development Center (SBDC).
It provides management assistance to current and prospective small business owners. The
SBDC offers one-stop assistance to individuals and small businesses by providing a wide
variety of information and guidance. The program is a cooperative effort of the private
sector, the educational community, and federal, state and local governments. The three
locations most convenient to Price County are the University of Wisconsin campuses
located in Superior, Eau Claire and Stevens Point.
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Wisconsin Business Innovation Corporation
The Wisconsin Business Innovation Corporation (WBIC), located in Spooner. WBIC has
developed a unique array of technical, financial, and business support services for start up
and expanding businesses.

Service Corps of Retired Executives
The SCORE Association (Service Corps of Retired Executives), which is a resource partner
with the U.S. Small Business Administration. SCORE is a 501 (c) (3) nonprofit organization
provides a public service to America by offering small business advice and training.
SCORE's 10,500 volunteers, which are working/retired business owners, executives and
corporate leaders, share their wisdom and lessons learned in business. The closest offices
are located in Wausau, Marshfield, and Eau Claire.

Wisconsin Entrepreneurs Network
Created in 2005, the Wisconsin Entrepreneurs’ Network, a partnership of the University of
Wisconsin System, the Wisconsin Technical College System, the WiSys Technology
Foundation, and the Agricultural Innovation Center is designed to make it easier for
Wisconsin’s growing number of entrepreneurs to use the excellent services offered at
Wisconsin universities, technical colleges, chambers of commerce, and economic
development organizations. WEN provides integrated statewide support to entrepreneurs
in all industries and development stages and offers a variety of custom tailored services
such as business planning, referral networks for access to capital, technology transfer
assistance, and helping high growth potential businesses take their businesses to the next
level.
WEN has four regional centers and a statewide system of local outreach or intake centers.
The 25 intake centers refer potential high-growth clients to one of the regional centers.
Locations of the WEN Regional Centers are UW-Eau Claire, UW-Milwaukee, UW-Madison,
and Northeast Wisconsin Technical College in Green Bay.

A single client management system is used by all centers and WEN partners. This avoids
duplication of services and repetition of the client’s information. This single tracking
system also allows staff to track the success of local economic development efforts.
Technical and Physical Infrastructure
Phillips and Price County have excellent transportation facilities to serve existing and
future businesses. One of the major north-south freeways of northwest Wisconsin, State
Highway 13, runs through the center of Price County and bisects Phillips. It provides easy
truck freight access to businesses throughout the county.
The Price County Airport (PBH) is a corporate/transport-type airport with two runways.
The North/South runway is 5,000 feet; the East/West runway is 950 feet. The airport
features on-demand remote lighting, GPS, and PAPI and VASI landing. Price County Airport
sells Jet A, 100LL and MOGAS fuel. The terminal is open 24 hours a day, 7 days a week and
has land available to build hangers.
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Canadian National Railroad services the major communities of Price County. The tracks of
the Canadian National Railroad roughly parallel Highway 13 and the East-West route along
U.S. Highway 8 from Minnesota to Michigan. Other physical infrastructure, like sewer,
water, natural gas, electrical services, and telecommunications are plentiful and readily
available to businesses.

Quality of Life
A good quality of life is becoming increasingly important to employers and employees alike,
not only in Wisconsin, but around the country. The City of Phillips has a premium quality
of personal life, with a beautiful physical environment, excellent quality and quantity of
water.

Residents of the City of Phillips enjoy a relaxed lifestyle. The area offers quality educational
opportunities, unlimited outdoor recreation, and reasonable cost of living. Phillips has an
indoor community pool with Olympic-sized lanes for lap swimmers, swimming lessons and
open swim.

Natural, recreational, and lifestyle amenities abound throughout the county and tranquility
and solitude of the great outdoors is plentiful. Phillips is far enough north to escape the
crowds, yet has exceptional four-season recreational opportunities. The lack of traffic jams,
low crime rates, and low costs enhance the quality living environment. Clean, unpolluted
air, as well as lots of open space for recreation and expansion, adds to the general overall
quality of life to residents of Phillips. About 18,000 of the Price County's 806,840 acres are
in lakes and streams, and more than 310,000 acres of forested land are open to the public
with over 300 miles of trails.

Visitors from throughout the Midwest are drawn to Price County's clean air and water,
thousands of acres of forest lands, parks, campgrounds, golf courses, and hundreds of miles
of snowmobile trails and ATV/UTV trails. Area residents enjoy this quality of life on a daily
basis. Phillips also offers a reasonable cost of living, low crime rates, and the knowledge
that their children are growing up in a positive environment.

Economic Development (ED) Strengths and Weaknesses
The attraction of business and industry is an important goal for the city. The City of Phillips
has several attributes that would make it an excellent place to locate a potential business.
The following was taken from the City of Phillips Economic Development Strategy.
Strengths
•
•
•
•
•

Strong core manufacturing base
NTC/Employer training programs
Good public school system – superior test scores
A healthy diversified base of manufacturing companies
Great living conditions
o Currently low crime rate
o Clean air and water
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Great outdoor recreational opportunities
 Close to large state and federal forests and lots of lakes
 Low population Density
o Adequate medical services
On or close to main highways – available rail transportation
Phillips Airport
Highly skilled labor force in certain industries
County Seat
Established industrial parks
Land/room for expansion
Phillips is “up north” – attracts outdoor enthusiasts
Small community environment – friendly casual, safe
Nice park – good use of key property
Has a good diversity of industry
Pride of membership in a small town
Opportunities to expand economic base
Money for expansion seems to be available from existing employers if they chose to expand
here
Potential for retail and residential development
Technical college (NTC) opportunities
Low electrical cost – high speed connectivity – fiber optic service
Good work ethic
Progressive ownership of local businesses, good entrepreneurship spirit
High percentage of manufacturing jobs in Phillips
Vibrant and diversified retail business community
Progressive and active local industrial development community
UW-Extension
Enterprise Development Zone and AG tax credits
Community understands the need for natural resource sustainability
o

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

While the city enjoys its share of advantages, there are several disadvantages or
weaknesses that the city must address when seeking to attract new business and industry.

Weaknesses
• No new businesses in the last few years
• State ED focused on SE Wisconsin and St. Croix Valley, not on rural Wisconsin
• Education system, community and businesses are not keeping the young people
in the area
• Cannot compete with low total labor costs that exist overseas, e.g., in China
 This means that it is doubtful that any manufacturer will come to Phillips (or any other
US city) if his product can be effectively manufactured overseas
• The “cost of doing business”; i.e., property taxes etc., is equal to or greater than one finds in
other competitive U.S. locations
• Infrastructure, i.e., sewer system not well throughout
• Lack of available lease space
• Lack of retail to draw people to area causing tax dollars to flow out of county
• Low wages in certain industries
• High local property taxes
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Declining educational system
Limited availability of retail options - only one major grocery store – no competition
Unimproved back alley along railroad tracks
Industrial park not working
Gas prices – highest in the area – always
An attitude of it was good enough – it’s still good enough
Lack of recognition that economically the employment base is not growing
Lack of affordable, decent housing
Dominance of a few large employers
Lack of coordination of community development
Lack of organized ED effort in city – no full-time/part-time ED specialist
Lack of opportunities for young educated for employment and continued education
Loss of quality K-12 school unless funding changes – school district in financial crisis
A plan does not exist for economic growth
Disconnect of absentee landowners
Old city without a clear direction of modernization
Limited population, labor pool
Budgetary concerns, financial costs of local governments
Lack of funding for Economic Development
Lack of insight/progressiveness on county level
No interstate system accessibility
No four-year university
Low population of people of childbearing age
Lack of coordinated use of financial resources
Lack of regionally coordinated ED effort
Need better understanding of importance of Economic Development

Business and Industry Sites
Future commercial and industrial development in the City of Phillips is most likely to occur
along or adjacent to the State Highway 13 corridor running through the city and in the
business park or industrial park. The development of this Comprehensive Plan is seen as an
important step to plan for and accommodate growth and economic development activities.
The community would like to see a compatible mix of land uses along this corridor in the
future. The city would even support limited residential development in the area (some
exists already) to provide additional housing opportunities.

While the city would like to welcome additional business development to support the local
tax base, it is important that any new development exist in harmony with the local
environment. Therefore, new business and industry developments should be “clean” and
not produce waste which would be a hazard to the natural resources of the City of Phillips,
i.e., lakes, rivers, streams, wetlands and forests. Likewise, new development should blend
into the landscape and not represent a nuisance to other businesses and residents.

Phillips has both an Industrial Park and a Business Park. A wide variety of industrial and
manufacturing companies are located in the Industrial Park, which is adjacent to the Price
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County Airport. Phillips' Business Park features lots that are adaptable to a variety of
business needs. Water, sewer, electricity, and natural gas are provided to both.

Tourism Impact to the Local Economy
Information on tourism is not available at the community level; therefore, Price County
data must be used for the City of Phillips. The following information was acquired from the
Wisconsin Department of Tourism.

Price County is a vacationland for local and distance travelers and ranked 63rd in the state
for traveler spending in 2011. Its natural amenities, an abundance of woods and water,
significantly contribute to the number of visitors to Price County. Businesses that cater to
tourism, such as motels, resorts, campgrounds, B&Bs, and retail stores complement the
many of miles of snowmobiling, ATV and biking trails as well as the many parks, golf
courses, historic sites, and area attractions.
According to the Wisconsin Department of Tourism, visitors to Price County in 2011 spent
a total of $17.3 million. A total of 337 jobs with a total personal income of $5.2 million
were supported by visitors to Price County. Visitors also generated $2.4 million in state
and local taxes during 2011.

Environmentally Contaminated Sites & Reuse Potential
The Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources Environmental Remediation and
Redevelopment Program maintain a list of contaminated sites, or “brownfields,” in the
state. The DNR defines brownfields as “abandoned or under-utilized commercial or
industrial properties where expansion or redevelopment is hindered by real or perceived
contamination.” Examples of brownfields might include a large abandoned industrial site
or a small corner gas station. Properties listed in the DNR database are oftentimes selfreported, and do not necessarily represent a comprehensive listing of possible brownfields
in a community. Table 5-3 lists all remediation activities in the DNR database. Of the 79
activities listed, only two are active. Status of activity locations is denoted by “open”
meaning the activity is in need of clean up or where cleanup is still underway; “closed”
meaning the activity investigation or cleanup of the contamination has been completed and
the state has approved all cleanup actions; “general property (Gen prop) meaning liability
exemption, liability clarifications, etc. to clarify the legal status of the property; and “nar”
meaning the party does not need to undertake an investigation or cleanup. Activity types
include: LUST-Leaking Underground Storage Tanks, ERP-Environmental Repair, NAR-No
Action Required and SPILL, which is a discharge of a hazardous substance that may
adversely impact, or threaten to impact public health, welfare or the environment.
Table 5-3: Remediation Activities, City of Phillips
Activity Name
Marquip Inc
Marquip Inc
Lionite Hardboard/Georgia Pacific
Georgia Pacific - Fuel Oil

Address

Status

Jurisdiction

1300 N Airport Rd
1300 N Airport Rd
115 Depot Rd
115 Depot Rd

Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed

DNR
DNR
DNR
DNR
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ERP
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LUST
LUST
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Georgia Pacific Corp- Lionite Products
Georgia Pacific Corp
Phillips Service Center
Price Cnty Hwy Dept
Price Cnty Hwy Dept-Phillips
Price Cnty Hwy Dept
Phillips Plastics Corp - Hangar
Phillips Cty Lf
Phillips Armory
Phillips Elementary School
Georgia Pacific
Georgia-Pacific Corp
Georgia-Pacific Corp
Georgia-Pacific Corp
Phillips Spur
Duvault Elsie
Emery Tn Shop
Three Mile Corner
Preferred Insurance
Pleasant View Nursing Home
Price Cnty Telephone Co
Price Cnty Telephone
Flambeau Tn Garage - Chlorides
Flambeau Tn Garage
Dragovich & Boho Sites
Phillips Cty (Avon & Maple)
Moore Craig Property
Krist Oil Co Site
Klisnick Tim
Pump & Pantry
Phillips Cty (Avon & Walnut)
Phillips One Stop
Berg Michael
10013 Dardis Lake Rd
Birchland Bldg
Birchland Bldg
Thaler Oil Express Mart
Tonys Implement
Merrill Kummer
Wi Dot - Phillips Cty
Northern States Power
Price Lake Rd - Middle Of Price Creek
3.25 Mi N Of Phillips
Texaco Bulk Plt
Flambeau Tn Garage
4 Blks From Sheriff Dept50
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115 Depot Rd
115 Depot Rd
515 S Lake Ave
704 N Lake St
704 N Lake St
704 N Lake St
1245 N Airport Rd
N Airport Rd
174 S Eyder Ave
400 Turner St
115 Depot Rd
115 Depot Rd
115 Depot Rd
115 Depot Rd
N8442 Sth 13 S
Lake St
W2901 Cth D
N7297 Sth 13
215 S Lake Ave
595 Peterson Dr
105 N Avon Ave
105 N Avon Ave
N11212 Warner Dr
N11212 Warner Dr
556 & 586 E Eyder Ave
Avon & Maple
375 S Argyle
Hwy 13 & Depot Rd
N9620 Bass Lake Rd
598 S Lake St
326 S Avon Ave
396 N Lake St
10013 Dardis Lake Rd
10013 Dardis Lake Rd
198 S Lake Ave
198 S Lake Ave
235 N Lake
175 S Avon
275 Chestnut St
Hwy 13 Row
133 N Lake Ave
Price Lake Rd- Middle Of
Price
3.25 Mi N Of Phillips
Texaco Bulk Plt
Flambeau Tn Garage
4 Blks From Sheriff Dept
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Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Nar
Nar
Closed
Nar
Nar
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Nar
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Nar
Open
Closed
Open
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Nar
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed

DNR
DNR
DSPS
DNR
DSPS
DNR
DNR
DNR
DNR
DNR
DNR
DNR
DNR
DNR
DNR
DNR
DSPS
DNR
DSPS
DNR
DSPS
DNR
DNR
DNR
DNR
DSPS
DNR
DSPS
DNR
DSPS
DSPS
DSPS
DNR
DNR
DNR
DNR
DNR
DSPS
DNR
DNR
DSPS
DNR
DNR
DNR
DNR
DNR

SPILL
SPILL
LUST
ERP
LUST
NAR
NAR
ERP
NAR
NAR
SPILL
SPILL
SPILL
SPILL
LUST
NAR
LUST
LUST
LUST
LUST
LUST
NAR
ERP
LUST
LUST
LUST
LUST
LUST
LUST
LUST
LUST
LUST
ERP
SPILL
ERP
LUST
LUST
LUST
NAR
LUST
LUST
SPILL
SPILL
SPILL
SPILL
SPILL
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N Airport Rd
Sth 13 & Avon Ave
Hwy 13 Depot St
Harrington Frank Residence
Phillips Bus Garage
School Dist Of Phillips
Phillips School Dist
N8327 Birchhill Rd
Cranberry Lake Corp
Shamrock Oil
Shamrock Oil
Hwy 13 5 Mi S Of Phillips
Phillips Cty
Phillips Cty Garage
Price Cnty Hwy Comm
Phillips Cty Garage
Coplan Electric
Our Lady Of The North
Worchester Tn
Denk Farm
Rr Property Adjoining Wwtp
Brozak Mike Property
Feed Mill
Cinema North Theatre
Elk Lake Park
Vyskocil Otto Property
Hilgys Lp Gas
Copps Corp Store #127
Copps #8127 - Loading Dock
Knight Transportation Spill
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N Airport Rd
Sth 13 & Avon Ave
Hwy 13 Depot St
562 N Lake Ave
705 Elk Ave
705 Elk Ave
705 Elk Ave
N8327 Birchhill Rd
N6950 Cranberry Lake
Rd
985 N Lake St
985 N Lake St
Hwy 13 5 Mi S Of
Phillips
300 Cherry St
146 Balsam St
146 Balsam St
146 Balsam St
Rt 2 Box 263
125 N Argyle
Sth 13 S
N11744 Cth F
Rr Adjoining Wwtp
(Hwy 13)
10088 Dardis Lake Rd
185 S Lake St
205 N Lake St (Ush 13)
Cth H
W2777 Trappers Rd
225 S Lake St
256 S Lake St
256 S Lake St
Sth 13 & Sth 111 (On Sth
13 S)

Source: WIDNR, Bureau for Remediation and Redevelopment

Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Nar
Nar
Closed
Nar

DNR
DNR
DNR
DSPS
DNR
DNR
DNR
DNR
DNR

SPILL
SPILL
SPILL
LUST
LUST
NAR
NAR
SPILL
NAR

Nar
Gen Prop
Nar
Nar
Nar
Nar
Nar
Nar
Gen Prop

DNR
DNR
DNR
DNR
DNR
DNR
DNR
DNR
DNR

NAR
GP
NAR
NAR
NAR
NAR
NAR
NAR
GP

Closed
Nar
Closed

Closed
Nar
Nar
Gen Prop
Closed
Nar
Gen Prop
Closed
Closed

DSPS
DNR
DNR

DSPS
DNR
DNR
DNR
DNR
DNR
DNR
DNR
DNR

LUST
NAR
SPILL

LUST
NAR
NAR
GP
ERP
NAR
GP
SPILL
SPILL

Encouraging effective cleanup, reuse and reclamation of sites damaged through prior usage
is important to restore and reuse prime development sites. Several programs exist to fund
or assist in funding the redevelopment of these sites. The Brownfield’s Initiative provides
grants to individuals, businesses, local development organizations and municipalities for
environmental remediation activities for brownfield sites where the owner is unknown,
cannot be located, or cannot meet clean-up costs.

Economic Development Programs & Financing Mechanisms
There are many programs at the federal, state, county, and regional level that can help the
City of Phillips in the support and development of economic development efforts. In
addition, there are programs available for individual businesses to assist in start-up and
expansion. This section contains a list of the major agencies and programs that are most
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likely to be used by the county in its economic development efforts. In addition to
programs, there are economic development organizations in Price County that provide
assistance to local units of government and businesses. These are also listed in this section.

U.S. Small Business Administration
The Small Business Administration (SBA) is a United States government agency that
provides support to entrepreneurs and small businesses. The mission of the Small Business
Administration is "to maintain and strengthen the nation's economy by enabling the
establishment and viability of small businesses and by assisting in the economic recovery
of communities after disasters". The agency's activities are summarized as the "3 Cs" of
capital, contracts and counseling.

The Xcel Energy Loan Fund
Xcel Energy is committed to being a valuable partner to the businesses and in the
communities they serve. Xcel offers a variety of programs and services for expanding
companies or new industries wishing to relocate in their service area. Recognizing that
each business is unique, Xcel Energy offers customized program designed to help
businesses and communities grow. For more information, call Xcel Energy's Economic
Development Department.
Economic Development Tax Credit
The tax credits, which are nonrefundable and nontransferable, must be applied against a
certified business's Wisconsin income tax liability. Eligible activities include: job creation,
capital investment, employee training and corporate headquarters location. Tax benefits
are available to assist businesses that meet certain requirements and are located in, or are
willing to locate in Wisconsin. For more information contact the Wisconsin Economic
Development Corporation.
Northwest Wisconsin Business Development Corporation
The Northwest Wisconsin Business Development Corporation (NWBDC) is a non-profit
corporation formed by the Northwest Regional Planning Commission (NWRPC) to address
the critical need for business financing in northwestern Wisconsin. It is targeted at the best
economic development opportunities of the area: the timber and wood products industry,
tourism, and other manufacturing and service industries. NWBDC manages three revolving
loan funds (RLFs) and a technology seed fund.
Northwest Wisconsin Regional Economic Development Fund
Recently, a regional revolving loan fund, the Northwest Wisconsin Regional Economic
Development Fund (NWREDF), was formed due to a Wisconsin Department of Commerce
initiative to consolidate and, thus, make better use of the monies in many of the
underutilized local RLFs. NWREDF provides dollars for a wider range of projects,
streamlines the application and administration process, and removes the current
capitalization limits placed on communities. The administrative board of the fund makes
decisions regarding specific projects and loans under consideration for funding and is
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made up of a representative from each county participating in the RLF. RLFs in Phillips,
Park Falls, Prentice, and Price County have joined the regional fund.

Wisconsin Rural Enterprise Fund
In late 2000, a community-based venture capital (equity) fund called the Wisconsin Rural
Enterprise Fund, LLC (WREF) was established by the Wisconsin Business Innovation
Corporation, an organization formed by NWRPC. WREF was formed to create a venture
capital fund that would provide self-sustaining, moderate growth through financial
investments made in rural businesses that meet the WREF criteria. Technology intensive
businesses, which have the potential to create high-skilled, high-wage jobs in rural areas,
are the targeted businesses.

Wisconsin Angel Network
The Wisconsin Angel Network (WAN) is a public-private initiative managed through the
Wisconsin Technology Council. WAN provides services and support to angel networks and
early-stage investors, including: Deal Flow – connecting investors and Wisconsin
entrepreneurs; Administration – helping to organize and create angel investor networks;
Education – offering early-stage investing seminars and workshops; Networking events –
increasing communication between investors.
Economic Development Administration
The U.S. Department of Commerce Economic Development Administration offers two
programs for assistance with economic development that apply to the City of Phillips. One
is the Public Works and Economic Development Facilities Assistance Program, which
supports the construction or rehabilitation of essential public infrastructure and
development facilities necessary to generate private sector jobs and investment, including
investments that support technology-led development, redevelopment of brownfield sites,
and eco-industrial development. Secondly, the Economic Adjustment Assistance Program is
available to: (1) address the immediate needs of businesses and communities presently
undergoing transition due to a sudden and severe job loss; and (2) demonstrate new and
proactive approaches for economic competitiveness and innovative capacity for threatened
regions and communities.
USDA Rural Development
Several loan and grant programs of benefit to the city, county, and local business
development are available from the USDA Rural Development. One of those programs is the
Community Facility Guaranteed Loans Program, which provides funding to local units of
government to construct, enlarge, extend, or otherwise improve community facilities
providing essential services in rural areas and towns.
The Rural Economic Development Loans and Grants Program helps develop projects that
will result in a sustainable increase in economic productivity, job creation, and incomes in
rural areas. Projects may include business start-ups and expansion, community
development, incubator projects, medical and training projects, and feasibility studies.
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The purpose of the Business and Industry Direct Loan Program is to improve, develop, or
finance business, industry, and employment, and improve the economic and environmental
climate in rural communities. Loan purposes include purchase and expansion of land,
equipment, buildings, and working capital. Loans to public bodies can be used to finance
community facilities and construct and equip industrial plants for lease to private
businesses.

The Community Facilities Direct Loans and Grants Program provides funding for essential
community facilities (CF) such as municipal buildings, day care centers, and health and
safety facilities. Examples include fire halls, fire trucks, clinics, nursing homes, and
hospitals. CF loans and grants may also be used for such things as activity centers for the
handicapped, schools, libraries, and other community buildings.
Wisconsin Economic Development Corporation
While WEDC has many programs that pertain to local units of
government, but two popular programs are available to enhance and
contribute towards local economic development projects. The first
program is the Community Development Block Grant for Economic
Development (CDBG-ED). Its purpose is to provide resources to local
governments that will enable them to assist economic development projects in their
community. The local unit of government is the applicant and recipient of the funds. A
specific business, which must be located in a municipality of 50,000 or less, is loaned the
funds for eligible business development uses. When the funds are repaid to the local
government, they may stay in the community to be used as a revolving loan fund to assist
other businesses in the community.
The second program is the Community Development Block Grant Public Facilities for
Economic Development (CDBG-PFED). Its purpose is to provide grant funds to local
governments that will enable them to provide needed public facilities (i.e., streets, sewer
mains, water mains, etc.) to private business enterprises that are going to create full-time
jobs by starting or expanding their businesses because of the availability of the funded
public facilities.

Wisconsin Department of Tourism
The Wisconsin Department of Tourism sponsors a Joint Effort Marketing (JEM) grant
program that is available to non-profit organizations to support new, existing, one-time,
and one-of-a-kind events; sales promotions; or destination marketing campaigns. The JEM
program also assists communities in marketing hotel and meeting space to attract more
business travelers.

Two other grant programs are available from the Department of Tourism, the Ready, Set,
Go! Program and the Life’s So Good Awareness Marketing Program. Ready, Set, Go! is a
booking assistance fund designed to help destinations secure competition related sporting
events that require an upfront cash or financial commitment. Life’s So Good is a mini grant
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program available to any Wisconsin locality or nonprofit tourism organization to
familiarize communities with the “Life’s So Good’ slogan and campaign.

Wisconsin Department of Transportation
Available from the Wisconsin Department of Transportation is a program called the
Transportation Facilities Economic Assistance and Development Program (TEA). The
intent of the TEA program is to help support new business development in Wisconsin by
funding transportation improvements that are needed to secure jobs in the state. A
governing body, business, consortium group, or any combination thereof can apply for TEA
program funding.

Tax Increment Finance District
The City of Phillips currently has three tax increment districts, all created in 1995. These
districts provide financing tools to encourage economic development that would likely not
occur without some public assistance. Districts are allowed to utilize the tax revenues
generated from new construction to make improvements within the districts.

Significant changes were created within the tax increment statutes (state law) during
2004-2005. One change in particular results in the city not being able to create any new
districts because of a limit where no more than 12 percent of the total equalized value of a
city may be in a tax increment district(s). As of 2012, 18.92 percent of the city’s equalized
value was within tax increment districts.

Although no new district can be created at present, an amendment to any of the districts is
possible. In addition to the amendment(s) to include public facility related improvements
the amendment could also include the provision for grants to businesses seeking to expand
or locate in the district. With any improvement to the district, it is important that the city
weigh the projected revenue from the project in order to offset the cost of the
improvement. In the end, if the tax increment district has debt remaining at the end of the
district’s life, the city itself is obligated to take over the payments/debt from the district.
Northwest Regional Planning Commission
The Northwest Regional Planning Commission is a cooperative venture of the local units of
governments in the ten counties of Ashland, Bayfield, Burnett, Douglas, Iron, Price, Rusk,
Sawyer, Taylor, and Washburn and the five tribal nations of Bad River, Lac Courte Oreilles,
Red Cliff, St. Croix, and Lac du Flambeau in the region. The purpose of NWRPC is to assist
the communities of the membership to promote sustainable economic development,
develop public facilities, provide planning and technical services, efficiently manage and
conserve natural resources, and protect the environment.

In an effort to build a focused development strategy for the Northwest Region, NWRPC
developed three non-profit development corporations, each focusing on a specific area
need and opportunity including financing for business start ups and expansions
(Northwest Wisconsin Business Development Corporation), technology-based business
development (Wisconsin Business Innovation Corporation), and affordable housing
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(Northwest Affordable Housing, Inc.). NWRPC is located in the City of Spooner, Washburn
County.

Northwest Wisconsin Business Development Corporation
A strategic partner of the Northwest Regional Planning Commission, the Northwest
Wisconsin Business Development Corporation, has available revolving loan funds to
address a gap in private capital markets for long-term, fixed rate, low down-payment, and
low interest financing to assist businesses in job creation/retention and growth.

Visions Northwest
Visions Northwest is a public/private partnership group made up of stakeholders in the 10County Region to promote regional economic development goals and efforts. As part of the
WBIC, Visions will collaborate with the Wisconsin Economic Development Corporation for
faster development of the regions industries, workforce and regional identity.
Phillips Industrial Development Corporation
The mission of the Phillips Industrial Development Corporation (Phillips IDC) is to help
maintain, market and increase businesses in the Phillips community, especially in the
manufacturing sector. The Phillips IDC membership is comprised of professional, local
business people with a wide variety of knowledge and skills to provide guidance and advice
to existing and new businesses. The Phillips IDC acts as a liaison for the City of Phillips to
market and sell available lots in the city's industrial and business parks. It acts as an agent
to the City of Phillips in administrating the cities Revolving Loan Fund. The Phillips IDC can
also provide secondary financing to existing and new business in the Phillips community. It
is the goal of the Phillips IDC to help businesses create and maintain a skilled workforce in
the Phillips community in order to allow the community to grow and prosper.
Price County Development Association
The Price County Economic Development Corporation is a 501(c)(3) not-for-profit
economic development group representing businesses and local units of government in
Price County. The corporation is tasked with increasing employment opportunities
throughout the county by meeting with businesses from outside the county that may be
interested in relocating to the county. The corporation also meets with existing businesses
interested in retaining or expanding their local employment base. Overall, the goal of the
corporation is to create and retain employment opportunities and improve the
environment for economic development in the county.

Summary
Over the past several decades, significant strides have been made to encourage economic
development efforts. Through the expansion of industrial space, residential development,
and commercial enterprise, greater economic development opportunities exist. To
continue the growth of economic development, a goal has been established to proactively
support the retention and expansion of existing businesses and to continue to encourage
the diversification of all economic sectors in the community in order to provide residents
and visitors with a strong economic base.
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6 – NATURAL, AGRICULTURAL & CULTURAL RESOURCES
Introduction
Natural
resources
including
forests, soils, topography, water
resources and other natural
features have a profound effect on
a
community’s
development.
These physical features directly or
indirectly constrain or encourage
growth, as the natural resources
that occur in certain areas are
often a primary factor in the
establishment and growth (or
decline) of communities. Natural resources are often interrelated, and disturbance in one
area can potentially affect other areas. From a planning standpoint, it is important to
understand these interrelationships and the role natural resources play in determining a
community’s future development. The following element will identify and describe how
natural, agricultural and cultural resources influence the City of Phillips.

Natural Resources

Topography
Topography, or the configuration of a land area’s varying elevation, is an important
planning consideration. Land use and required maintenance depend to a large degree
upon slope.
While steep slopes can provide attractive views and recreational
opportunities, building development can be adversely impacted. Surface elevations in and
immediately around the City of Phillips do not fluctuate significantly. Elevation ranges
from a high of approximately 1,440 to 1,540 feet above sea level. See Map 5, Elevation.
Surface Water Resources
With surface waters making up over 20 percent of the total land area within the City of
Phillips, water resources serve a valuable function within the City of Phillips. Many
recreational activities within the area, such as fishing, boating and swimming depend on
the surface water resources. The quantity and quality of water are very important. In
terms of recreational opportunity, the larger the number of water resources, the more
activities that can be promoted to draw tourists to the area. Table 6-1 details information
on lakes within the city.
The most significant water features in the Phillips area are Elk Lake and Duroy Lake (Map
6).
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Elk Lake
Elk Lake, which is directly in the middle of the City, has approximately 88 surface acres (all
of which is within the City limits) and 2.79 miles of shoreline, less than 0.5 miles of which is
public. It has a maximum depth of 25 feet. Visitors have access to the lake from public boat
landings and a public beach. The bottom of the lake consists of 70% sand and 30% muck.
Fish include Musky, Panfish, Smallmouth Bass, Northern Pike and Walleye.

Duroy Lake
Duroy Lake has a maximum depth of 18 feet. Visitors have access to the lake from one
public landing or park within 1000 feet of the lake (Price County Fairground). The bottom
of the lake consists of 50% gravel and 50% muck. Fish include Musky, Panfish, Largemouth
Bass, Smallmouth Bass, Northern Pike and Walleye.
Table 6-1: Phillips Water Resources
Surface
Max.
Name
Acres
Depth (ft)
Duroy
379.3
18
Elk
88.3
25
Long
418.3
54
Pot
9.3
14

Miles of
Shoreline
10.06
2.79
11.87
0.45

Miles of Public
Shoreline
1.20
0.47
0.02
0.45

Source: WDNR
*Data is for entire water resource, as some water bodies extend into other jurisdictions/municipalities.
D-Drainage Lake
S-Seepage Lake

*D/SP/S

Class

D
D
D
S

2
2
1
3

Phillips Chain of Lakes Association
The Phillips Chain of Lakes Association is a non-profit organization formed in 1995 with
the intention of assisting in the efforts to preserve and maintain the water quality and
fisheries of the chain of lakes located in Phillips through public education and various
volunteer projects. For more information to: http://phillipschain.org/

Exceptional and Outstanding Water Resources
The WDNR designates many of the state’s highest quality waters into two categories:
Outstanding Resource Waters (ORWs) or Exceptional Resource Waters (ERWs). Waters
designated as ORW or ERW are surface waters which provide outstanding recreational
opportunities, support valuable fisheries and wildlife habitat, have good water quality, and
are not significantly impacted by human activities. ORW and ERW status identifies waters
that the State of Wisconsin has determined warrant additional protection from the effects
of pollution.
ORWs receive the state’s highest protection standards, while ERWs are secondary. ORWs
and ERWs share many of the same environmental and ecological characteristics. They
differ in the types of discharges each receives, and the level of protection established for
the waterway after it is designated.
•

ORWs: ORWs typically do not have any point sources discharging pollutants
directly to the water (for instance, no industrial sources or municipal sewage
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treatment plants), though they may receive runoff from nonpoint sources. New
discharges may be permitted only if their effluent quality is equal to or better than
the background water quality of that waterway at all times—no increases of
pollutant levels are allowed.
ERWs: If a particular body of water has existing point sources at the time of
designation, it is more likely to be designated as an ERW. Like ORWs, dischargers to
ERW waters are required to maintain background water quality levels; however,
exceptions can be made for certain situations when an increase of pollutant loading
to an ERW is warranted because human health would otherwise be compromised.

All of Squaw Creek is designated as an Exceptional Water Resource. The creek extends
along the City’s northeastern border to CTH H.

Impaired Waters
Every two years, the Wisconsin DNR publishes a list of waters considered impaired under
Clean Water Act Section 303(d). Impaired waters do not meet water quality standards and
may not support fishing, swimming or recreation.

Under section 303(d) of the Clean Water Act, states, territories, and authorized tribes are
required to develop lists of impaired waters. These are waters that are too polluted or
otherwise degraded to meet the water quality standards set by states, territories, or
authorized tribes. The law requires that these jurisdictions establish priority rankings for
waters on the lists and develop TMDLs for these waters. A Total Maximum Daily Load, or
TMDL, is a calculation of the maximum amount of a pollutant that a body of water can
receive and still safely meet water quality standards. Long Lake is currently listed as a
303d impaired waterbody due to mercury content.
Name
Long Lake
Source: WDNR

Pollutant
Mercury

Impairment
Contaminated Fish Tissue

Priority
Medium

Ground Water Resources
The City of Phillips relies on groundwater to meet their water supply needs. Groundwater
is also the primary source of water for irrigated agriculture and is very important for
industry. Streams, lakes, and wetlands are fed by groundwater; thus fish, other aquatic life,
and wildlife are as dependent on abundant, clean groundwater as people. Human activities
such as groundwater withdrawal, land use activities which reduce groundwater recharge
and contamination of groundwater can decrease the quantity of good quality groundwater
for human use and other purposes.
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Watersheds & Floodplains
The City of Phillips is completely within the Elk River
watershed. The upstream portion of this watershed lies in
the Chequamegon National Forest, where the Elk River
begins. Much of the watershed is wetland.

Areas susceptible to flooding are considered unsuitable for
development because of risks to lives and property. Flood
Insurance Rate Maps (FIRMs) are the most recent (1989)
source for identifying flood hazard areas. These maps can be
viewed online at www.fema.gov. The FIRMs are intended to
Elk River Watershed
serve as interim maps prior to the completion of a more
detailed study. Additional field checking may be required to
determine whether or not a given area is in a floodplain hazard area before development
can be authorized or denied. Map 6 depicts Surface Waters and Floodplains.

Wetlands
Within the City of Phillips several wetland areas exist (Map 7). There are emergent
herbaceuous wetlands and wood wetlands found throughout the city, the most prominent
of which are found around Elk Lake and Duroy Lake. These wetlands serve as important
resources for flood control, water quality improvements, groundwater recharge, wildlife
habitat, and development toward or near them should be designed and guided so it does
not diminish the positive attributes of the wetland.

Metallic/non-metallic Mineral Resources
Metallic and non-metallic mineral resources include all mined materials including sand,
gravel, building stone, lime, copper, silver, gold, etc… There are currently no extraction pits
in operation within the city limits of Phillips.

Wildlife Habitat & Endangered Species
As Phillips is primarily an urban setting, the City has fewer natural areas to serve as
wildlife habitat than the rural forested areas in the county. Price County is known to
provide habitat for several state and federally listed endangered species. The Wisconsin
Department of Natural Resources maintains the Natural Heritage Inventory (NHI)
database. The data are intended as a general reference for the public, and are presented as
a list of rare species (endangered, threatened and special concern) and other sensitive
resources (high-quality natural communities and significant natural features) that are
known to occur within each Township in a county. The data do not identify specific
locations of endangered resources. As such, the NHI County Data are appropriate for
general planning and assessment purposes only. As of November 4, 2011 endangered
species found in Price County include the timber wolf, bald eagle and sharp-tailed grouse.
Table 6-2 details these species.
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Table 6-2: Threatened & Endangered Species
Common Name
Gray Wolf
Bald Eagle
Sharp-tailed Grouse

Status
SC/FL
SC/P
SC/H

Source: WDNR, Natural Heritage History
SC/FL – Special Concern, Federally protected as endangered or threatened, but not so designated by state
SC/P – Special Concern, fully protected
SC/H – Special Concern, no laws regulating use, possession, or harvesting

Soil Associations and Productive Agricultural Areas
A soil association is a geographic assemblage of soils which takes into account a myriad of
broad features. Most soil associations in Wisconsin include soils of both good and poor
natural drainage and were originally covered by some type of vegetation. There are 190
soil associations within Wisconsin. Map 8 generally depicts soil associations in and around
the City of Phillips.

Prime farmland soils do not include unique farmland, which is land other than prime
farmland that is used for production of specific food crops. These soils have unique
conditions, growing season, and moisture content that are specific to one type of crop. In
Wisconsin, this could include soils used for cranberry production that are too wet for other
crops or soils used for orchards that may be too steep or erodible to qualify as prime
farmland. Prime farmland soils are depicted in Map 9. At present there is little significant
agricultural activity within the boundaries of the City of Phillips. Small scattered plots of
cultivated crops do exist.
Prime farmland is defined as land that has the best combination of physical and chemical
characteristics for producing food, fiber, forage, and other agricultural crops with minimum
outputs of fuel, fertilizer, pesticides and labor without intolerable soil erosion. The State of
Wisconsin categorized farmland as prime, potentially prime and farmland that has
Statewide importance.

If the City expands outward into the surrounding Towns of Elk or Worcester through
annexation, there are agricultural lands in the towns which may be affected. As overdevelopment and loss of agricultural lands is identified as a key problem facing land use in
Wisconsin, the City should work together toward an amendable solution to balance new
development and the retention of Price County farmland resources, scenic areas and forest
resources.

Cultural/Historical Resources

Cultural resources include historic buildings and structures as well as ancient and historic
archeological sites. Preservation of cultural resources provides community residents a
connection to the history of their neighborhoods, towns and region as well as a sense of
continuity and meaning. Because cultural resources provide an important window to the
past, many Wisconsin communities preserve and retain culturally significant resources to
distinguish their communities.
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Phillips began as a small station of the Wisconsin Central Railroad, established on the
banks of Elk Lake. The settlement was platted on September 23, 1876 and named in honor
of the General Manager of the railroad. It quickly became the headquarters for supplying
the surrounding logging camps with supplies.
Architecture Sites Inventory
According to the Architecture and Historic Inventory (AHI), maintained by the Wisconsin
Historical Society, there are twenty six (26) records identified in the City of Phillips. These
sites are listed and described in Table 6-3. For more information on these sites go to:
http://www.wisconsinhistory.org/ahi/
Table 6-3: Architecture and Historic Inventory

AHI #

LOCATION

19143

400 Chestnut

19144
19145
19146
19147
19148
19149
19150
19151
19152
19153
19154
19155
19156
19157
19160
19161
19162
19163
19164
19165
19166
19167

186 N Argyle Ave
S CNR of Avon St and Maple St
234 N Avon Ave
304 N Avon Ave
S Avon Ave
396 S Avon Ave
Balsam St

SW CNR of Beebe St & Center St
SW CNR of Beebe St &
Flambeau
300 Cherry St
104 S Eyder Ave
175 Chestnut St

Depot Rd by Soo Line Tracks
Sokol Park
106 N Lake St
126 N Lake Ave
137 N Lake Ave
152 N Lake Ave
195 N Lake Ave
198 N Lake Ave

575 S Lake St
NW CNR of STH 13 & Balsam St

HISTORIC NAME
Price County
Courthouse
Dr. Sperry House
Blacksmith Shop
n/a
n/a
n/a
Bloom’s Tavern, Store &
House
Price Co. Jail & Sheriff’s
Residence
n/a
n/a

Phillips High School
County Normal School
Int’l Order of Odd
Fellows Hall
n/a
Lidice Memorial
n/a
Bank of Phillips
Masonic Temple

First National Bank
n/a
CC Kelleher Hardware
Store
Trinity Lutheran Church
n/a
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CURRENT NAME
Price County Courthouse
Norviel House
Totem Pole
n/a
Heindl Funeral Home
n/a
n/a
n/a

United Methodist Church
Mess House

Heritage House Apartments
Price County Offices/Annex
Harns Furniture

n/a
Lidice Memorial
n/a
Bumble Bee Rentals
Custom T’s Print
Shop/Radio Shack/Masonic
Temple
Meister’s Bar & Grill
Johnson’s Hardware Hank
Wells Fargo Bank
n/a
n/a

City of Phillips Comprehensive Plan
111880
125138
179361

165 S Lake Ave
146 Balsam St

174 S Eyder Ave

Source: WI Historical Society/City of Phillips
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Flambeau Milling Corp
Phillips Fire Station &
City Hall
WI National Guard
Armory

Feed Mill Shops
The 5 Senses

Phillips City Hall

Archeological Sites & Cemeteries Inventory
The Wisconsin Historical Society maintains a list of archaeological sites and cemeteries
referred to as the Archaeological Site Inventory (ASI), a component of the Wisconsin
Historic Preservation Database (WHPD). The Archaeological Site Inventory (ASI) is the
most comprehensive list of archaeological sites, mounds, unmarked cemeteries, marked
cemeteries, and cultural sites available. The ASI does not include all of the sites and
cemeteries present in the state, however. It includes ONLY those sites that have been
reported to the Wisconsin Historical Society. The information in the ASI is a compilation of
reports covering a period of 150 years. The information for each entry varies widely and
the Society has not been able to verify all of the entries. Few of these sites have been
evaluated for their importance. The ASI is changed and updated on a daily basis and
recommendations about site importance may change as new information becomes
available. The attached site list will become quickly out of date and a procedure for
updating the list should be developed.
This ASI information is confidential and is not subject to Wisconsin’s open records law.
This information is also protected by Federal law (Section 304 of the National Historic
Preservation Act, Section 9(a) of the Archaeological Resources Protection Act of 1979).
This caution not only helps protect archaeological sites but also protects landowners since
private landowners own the majority of archaeological sites in the City.
Under Wisconsin law, Native American burial mounds, unmarked burials, and all marked
and unmarked cemeteries are protected from intentional disturbance.

Since only a small portion of the City has been surveyed for the presence of archaeological
sites and cemeteries, the sites listed in the inventory represent only a fraction of the sites
that are potentially present. Local residents and American Indian communities who have
and do live and work in the area possess much additional information on other
archaeological sites and cemeteries. Steps should be taken to have this information
incorporated into the land use plan.

At the present time, three cemeteries or burial sites and one cabin/homestead have been
identified in the City. Since a systematic survey of the county has not been completed,
additional cemeteries and burials may be present. As part of the planning process, all
cemeteries and burials in the City should be cataloged under Wis. Stat. 157.70 to provide
for the maximum protection of these important sites and to clearly define their boundaries.
Table 6-4 below provides information on the four archaeological sites in the City of Phillips.
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Table 6-4: City of Phillips ASI Inventory
Cultural Study
Site Name
Site Type
Unit
Lake Duroy
Cemetery/burial
Historic Indian
Burial Ground
Historic EuroLITTLE LEG
Cabin/homestead
American
ST. PATRICK’S
Historic EuroCemetery/burial
CEMETERY
American
Lakeside
Historic EuroCemetery/burial
Cemetery
American

Source: WI Historical Society

T-R-S
T37N.R1E.S7

T37N.R1W.S12
T37N.R1E.S18
T37N.R1E.S7

Many sites are undoubtedly present in the area considering the City’s location along several
lakes, creeks and rivers.

Where are archaeological sites going to be located?
Using the results of
archaeological surveys, relevant historical and environmental data, the following high
priority areas were designated:
-- higher, dryer areas adjacent to rivers, streams, creeks, lakes, wetlands
-- higher, dryer areas adjacent to older, abandoned rivers, streams, creeks, lakes, wetland
--areas adjacent to rock outcrops
-- areas adjacent to older historic features such as trails, early roads, rail corridors, and
earlier communities

Cemeteries, Burial Mounds, and Other Burials. Cemeteries and burial areas have been
set aside as special areas throughout Wisconsin history and they have been given special
protection under the law.

Under Wisconsin law, Native American burial mounds, unmarked burials, and all marked
and unmarked cemeteries are protected from intentional disturbance. If anyone suspects
that a Native American burial mound or an unmarked or marked burial is present in an
area, the Burial Sites Preservation Office should be notified. If human bone is unearthed
during any phase of a project, all work must cease, and the Burial Sites Preservation Office
must be contacted at 1-800-342-7834 to be in compliance with Wis. Stat. 157.70 which
provides for the protection of all human burial sites. Work cannot resume until the Burial
Sites Preservation Office gives permission. If you have any questions concerning the law,
please contact Chip Brown at 608-264-6508.
How do we know which archaeological sites need preservation? Under Wisconsin law
Native American burial mounds, unmarked burials, and all marked and unmarked
cemeteries are protected. In addition to these, a wide variety of archaeological sites may be
worthy of preservation. Through the use of the State and National Register of Historic
Places a procedure for identifying important sites is available. The criteria include: a good
local example of an architectural style and period; association with a person important in
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our past; represent an important period, movement or trend in local, state or national
history; or have the potential to yield important information about our past through
archaeological investigations.
Protecting Important Archaeological Sites.
The wide variety of methods used to
protect natural resources can also be used to protect archaeological sites. For example,
land purchases, conservation easements, zoning, and the state operated tax exemption
program for property owners.

With the 1991 changes to Wis. Stats. 70.11 [see 70.11(13m)], it became possible to provide
a property tax exemption for owners of archaeological sites listed on the National or State
Register of Historic Places. To obtain the tax exemption, the landowner has to agree to
place a permanent protective covenant for the site area in the deed for the property. The
tax exemption program makes the landowner and subsequent owners stewards of
Wisconsin's past. The intent of the program is not to discourage all use of the property
containing a site, but to encourage land use planning that protects sites.

How are archaeological sites and cemeteries identified and evaluated?
Archaeological identification and evaluations are required for a variety of projects that
receive Federal or State funding, licenses, or permits. These projects are automatically
forwarded to the Wisconsin Historical Society for review. Local residents frequently report
sites and cemeteries.

Community Design
Understanding community design issues is an important part of the planning process. Each
Wisconsin community has its own distinct character. Addressing community design issues
can help to develop and maintain a community’s distinct character-its sense of place. Local
communities have a number of options to address community design issues. Some of these
include adopting a design review process, crafting design guidelines for developments such
as traditional neighborhood design, cluster development, planned unit developments and
historic preservation.
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7 – INTERGOVERNMENTAL COOPERATION
Introduction
This element of the comprehensive plan analyzes the relationship of the City of Phillips in
terms of planning and decision-making to adjacent local governmental units; State, Federal,
and regional governmental entities; quasi-public organizations/associations; and school
districts. It also incorporates plans under certain State statutes and identifies existing and
potential conflicts between the City of Phillips and other governmental units and describes
processes to resolve such conflicts.
Relationship to Other Governmental Units
Table 7-1 analyzes the relationship between Phillips and other adjacent and overlapping
jurisdictions. This analysis is based on the City’s view of how those relationships are being
carried out. It is the City of Phillips intention to always encourage coordination and
cooperation between nearby and overlapping jurisdictions. Some of the ways this is
achieved is narrated throughout this section.
Table 7-1: Phillips Intergovernmental Relationship Ratings
Excellent
Good
Fair
Adjacent Towns
Town of Elk
X
Town of Worcestor
X
Price County
X
State of Wisconsin
DNR
X
WisDOT
X
Region (NWRPC)
X
Federal
NA
School District
X

Poor

Source: City of Phillips

Adjacent Towns
The City of Phillips shares municipal borders with two towns in Price County (Elk &
Worcester). The primary interaction between the City and Towns of Elk and Worcestor is
with their relationship with the Fire Department. The City of Phillips has an good working
relationship with the Towns.

Price County
The city and its citizens access and utilize many service and programs of Price County
government, which is located in the City of Phillips – the county seat. The City of Phillips
cooperates, works with, and shares much information with Price County. The two have
shared, and continue to share responsibilities on development projects, which benefit both
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the county and City. The City of Phillips has an excellent working relationship with the
County. Below are some examples of these cooperative efforts.
-

-

-

Sharing services with the Price County Highway Department for road maintenance
and snow removal.
Has a Memorandum of Understanding with the Price County Clerk’s office.
Formal joint powers agreement with Price County Sheriff’s Department
The city works cooperatively with Land Records, the County Treasurer and Zoning
offices relating to property addresses and parcel numbers and transfers of property
between owners and questions from citizens/taxpayers regarding their tax bills,
deeds and property transfers.
Cooperate and coordinate on elections.
Agreements with Price County and the Phillips School District for setting up TID.

School District of Phillips
The City of Phillips has an excellent working relationship with the Phillips School District.

State Government
The primary state government agency the City deals with is the DNR. The DNR is
responsible for the regulation of the municipal water and sewer systems and provide
technical assistance as well. The City of Phillips also cooperates with the DNR on recycling
initiatives. In general, DNR staff helps a great deal and the city has an excellent relationship
with them. The City of Phillips has an excellent working relationship with the DNR.

While little interaction is conducted with other state agencies, the City of Phillips works
cooperatively with state government in the collection of taxes, real estate assessments,
elections, annexations, Board of Review issues and many other items. The city and WisDOT
have a communicative relationship. The city calls on its state representatives and the
governor on occasion for assistance. The City of Phillips is also involved with the
Departments of Administration, WEDC, and other state agencies as is necessary.
Federal Government
The City of Phillips works with the federal government on an as-needed basis and works
with locally elected Congressman and Senators.

Northwest Regional Planning Commission
The City of Phillips is within the Region represented by the Northwest Regional Planning
Commission (NWRPC). The Commission provides services and programs to the ten county
region consisting of Ashland, Bayfield, Burnett, Douglas, Iron, Price, Rusk, Sawyer, Taylor,
and Washburn Counties and the Tribal Nations of Bad River, Lac Courte Oreilles, Lac Du
Flambeau, Red Cliff, and St. Croix. NWRPC serves and assists its member communities with
economic development, transportation, community development planning, housing,
recycling, hazardous waste management, comprehensive planning, coastal management,
environmental planning, Geographic Information Systems (GIS) mapping, and provides
technical assistance to the region’s local units of government, businesses, and citizens. The
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Northwest Regional Planning Commission and the City of Phillips have worked
cooperatively on past projects. The City of Phillips has an excellent working relationship
with NWRPC.

Phillips Police Department
The Phillips Police Department has a greater intergovernmental role than any other city
department. State Statute requires the city establish mutual aid agreements with: Price
County Sheriff’s Office, State Patrol, Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources wardens,
Federal Bureau of Investigation, Department of Justice, immigration etc.

Cooperative Agreements
Cooperative agreements can play an important role in shaping how elected officials view
the type, scale, and intensity of land use developments, especially when the participation of
neighboring towns may be required. The City of Phillips has a number of general
intergovernmental agreements with adjoining and overlapping jurisdictions. Below is a list
of these agreements.
•
•

Fire – (City of Phillips and the Towns of Elk, Emery, Flambeau, and Worcester)
Ambulance – Central Price County Ambulance

Existing and Potential Conflicts
In an effort to make the land use decision-making process go more smoothly, the City of
Phillips had identified existing (current) and potential (future) conflicts between the City of
Phillips and other adjoining or overlapping units of government.
Existing Conflicts:
1. Airport
2. Fire Department expenses shared with member townships

Potential Conflicts:
1. ATV trail development in City
2. Fire Department Grant opportunities – grants now require firemen to have Level II
certification in order to be eligible to apply for grant funds.

Conflict Resolution
The Comprehensive Planning Law requires that the City of Phillips identify a process to
resolve conflicts. Conflict is often part of the planning process.
What follows is a
discussion of formal and informal techniques for resolving conflicts. Each dispute and/or
conflict resolution technique has a purpose. Although conflicts can arise in many planning
contexts, intergovernmental issues are a source of many planning conflicts. It is therefore
appropriate to discuss a means to resolve conflicts. The following are conflict resolution
options the City of Phillips may consider when conflicts arise.
Mediation is a cooperative process involving two or more parties and a mediator.
The mediator, a neutral third party with special skills and training in dispute
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resolution, helps the parties voluntarily reach a mutually agreeable settlement of
the issue in dispute.

Binding arbitration is a process where a neutral person is given the authority to
make a legally binding decision and is used only with the consent of all of the
parties. The parties present evidence and examine witnesses and the arbitrator
makes a determination based on evidence.
Non-binding arbitration is a technique in which a neutral person is given the
authority to render a non-binding decision as a basis for subsequent negotiations
between the parties after the parties’ present evidence and examine the witnesses.
Early neutral evaluation is a process in which a neutral person evaluates brief
written and oral presentations early in the litigation process. The neutral person
provides an initial appraisal of the merits of the case with suggestions for
conducting discovery and obtaining a legal ruling to resolve the case as efficiently as
possible.

A focus group can be used to resolve disputes by using a panel of citizens selected
in a manner agreed upon by all of the parties. The citizens hear presentations from
the parties; and, after hearing the issues, the focus group deliberates and renders an
advisory opinion.
A mini-trial consists of presentations by the parties to a panel of selected and
authorized by all the parties to negotiate a settlement of the dispute that, after the
presentations, considers the legal and factual issues and attempts to negotiate a
settlement.
A moderated settlement conference is a process in which a neutral person, who
hears brief presentations from the parties, in order to facilitate negotiations,
conducts conferences. The neutral person renders an advisory opinion in aid of
negotiation.

A summary jury trial is a technique where attorneys make abbreviated
presentations to a small jury selected from the regular jury list. The jury renders an
advisory decision to help the parties assess their position to aid future negotiation.

Intergovernmental Cooperation Ideas & Programs
There are many ways communities can cooperate. These are some ideas and programs to
consider. The following ideas were taken directly from the Intergovernmental Cooperation
Guide published by the Wisconsin Department of Administration.
Voluntary Assistance: Your community, or another, could voluntarily agree to provide a
service to your neighbors because doing so makes economic sense and improves service
levels.
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Trading Services: Your community and another could agree to exchange services. You
could exchange the use of different pieces of equipment, equipment for labor, or labor for
labor.

Renting Equipment: Your community could rent equipment to, or from, neighboring
communities and other governmental units.

Contracting: Your community could contract with another community or jurisdiction to
provide a service.
Routing County Services: Some services are already paid for through taxes and fees. (An
example would be police protection services). Your Intergovernmental Cooperation
Element could identify areas where improvements are needed and could recommend ways
to cooperatively address them.

Sharing Municipal Staff: Your community could share staff with neighboring communities
and other jurisdictions – both municipal employees and independently contracted
professionals. You could share a building inspector, assessor, zoning administrator, clerk,
etc.
Consolidating Services: Your community could agree with one or more other
communities or governmental units to provide a service together.
Joint Use of a Facility: Your community could use a public facility along with other
jurisdictions. The facility could be jointly owned or one jurisdiction could rent space from
another.

Joint Purchase and Ownership of Equipment: Your community could agree to jointly
purchase and own equipment such as pothole patching machines, mowers, rollers,
snowplows, etc.
Cooperative Purchasing: Cooperative purchasing, or procurement, is where jurisdictions
purchase supplies and equipment together to gain more favorable prices.
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8 – LAND USE
Introduction
The analysis of land use serves as a fundamental element in comprehensive planning. A
review and assessment of both the type and quantity of land uses in a community through
time is an indication of the pace of community development. After mapping and analyzing
growth trends, land use analysis may be used in conjunction with population and housing
trends and projections to anticipate future physical growth potential. Growth potential
may then be compared to the various City policies and values to assess desired types,
amounts and direction of growth.
Existing Land Use
The following examines the existing land use pattern for the City of Phillips based on
interpretation of 2010 aerial photos, a windshield survey conducted in the summer 2011
and Planning Commission input. The City of Phillips is 3.47 square miles or 2,221 acres in
size with approximately 448 acres represented as water. The inventory of existing land use
patterns is divided into eight (8) broad land used categories. These categories are depicted
in Map 10 and broken down into acreages in Table 8-1.
1. Residential
Lands with structures designed for human habitation including: permanent,
seasonal, and mobile housing units (not in a designated mobile home park) and
recreational cabins and cottages.
2. Commercial
Retail sales establishments, restaurants, hotels/motels, and service stations.

3. Manufacturing
Lands used for manufacturing and processing, wholesaling, warehousing
distribution, and similar activities.
4. Agricultural Forest
Land that is producing, or is capable of producing commercial forest products.

5. Open/Forested
Undeveloped fallow fields, not used for agricultural purposes and forested lands
under private ownership and private forest woodlots.

6. Public/Institutional
These lands include: government-owned administration buildings and offices; fire
stations; hospitals and health care facilities; day care centers; public schools,
colleges, and educational research lands; and lands of fraternal organizations.
Cemeteries, churches, and other religious facilities are included in this land use
category.
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7. Recreational
Recreation lands under public or private ownership. Publicly owned recreational
lands may include: town parks, nature preserves or athletic fields, boat landings,
campgrounds, etc. Examples of privately owned lands may include: golf courses,
campgrounds, marinas, shooting range, etc.

8. Utility
Lands use for generating and/or processing electronic, communication, or water;
electricity; petroleum or other transmittable product; and for the disposal, waste
processing, and/or recycling of by products.

Land Use

Table 8-1: City of Phillips Existing Land Use Classifications
Land Use Classification
Agricultural Forest

Acres
289.1

Percent

Open/Forestland

274.2

16.7%

434.5

26.4%

Commercial

81.8

Manufacturing

146.8

Public/Institutional

409.6

Recreational

6.1

Residential

Utility
Total Acreage

3.7
1,645.8

Source: NWRPC

17.6%
5.0%
8.9%

24.9%
0.4%
0.2%

100.0%

Land Cover
Land cover information for the City of Phillips was obtained from the WISCLAND
(Wisconsin Initiative for Statewide Cooperation on Land Cover Analysis and Data) data set.
This data represents surface vegetation, open water, and urban area delineation based on
interpretation of dual year satellite imagery. These data present a generalized view of
community land cover, and should not replace individual site examination (Map 11). The
land cover information in the following table reflects areas within the city limits. Land
cover acreages are show in Table 8-2.
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Table 8-2: City of Phillips Land Cover
Land Cover Class
Open Water
Developed, Open Space
Developed, Low Intensity
Developed, Medium Intensity
Developed, High Intensity
Deciduous Forest
Evergreen Forest
Mixed Forest
Shrub/Scrub
Hay/Pasture
Cultivated Crops
Woody Wetlands
Emergent Herbaceous Wetlands
Total
Source: WISCLAND

Approximate Area
(Acres)
494.2
236.6
314.7
105.1
51.8
231.1
3.5
84.3
1.3
47.8
291.3
261.6
93.4
2,216.7

Percent
22.3%
10.7%
14.2%
4.7%
2.3%
10.4%
0.2%
3.8%
0.1%
2.2%
13.1%
11.8%
4.2%
100.0%

Land Trends
It is a requirement of the land use element to analyze trends in land supply, demand, and
price of land in the City of Phillips. Historical information regarding land use trends in
Phillips is largely unavailable. The 2011 existing land use assessment was the City’s first
formal attempt to identify current land uses. Land use trends and land supply can be
gleaned from assessment data. While having limitations, this information can be used as a
broad indicator of land use change over a period of time. Table 8-3 provides property
assessment data for the City of Phillips in three year increments from 2000 to 2011 for
residential, commercial, agricultural and manufacturing real estate classes.
2000
2003
2006
2009
2010
2011
2012
Change

Table 8-3: Property Tax Assessment, City of Phillips, WI 2000-2012
Residential
Commercial
Agricultural
Manufacturing
Parcels
Acres
Parcels
Acres
Parcels
Acres
Parcels
Acres
751
213
180
87
1
58
18
107
807
254
178
97
1
55
18
107
802
333
194
149
1
55
19
109
791
390
194
114
1
30
21
118
789
387
195
145
1
30
20
117
785
386
195
119
0
0
20
117
785
386
195
117
0
0
20
117
+34
+173
+15
+30
-1
-58
+2
+10

Source: WI Dept. of Revenue

Land Values
Land prices are dictated by the real estate market and the laws of supply and demand.
Increasing the amount of available and developable land can press land costs downward,
while decreasing the supply of developable land can raise prices. Government regulation
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can also impact the overall supply of developable land and consequently influence land
prices.
The market price of land depends upon many factors, all of which can vary significantly
from one location to another. It is often difficult to generalize the market price of property
within a unit of government due to the ‘location specific’ factors that dictate the price and
by the fact that a limited number of properties are on the market at any given time.

The Wisconsin Department of Revenue Bureau of Equalization provides values for land and
their improvements. Table 8-4 details the land values and improvement values according
to the 2012 Statement of Assessments for the City of Phillips.
Real Estate
Classes
Residential
Commercial
Manufacturing
Agricultural
Undeveloped
Ag Forest
Forest
Other
Real Estate
Totals

Table 8-4: 2012 Assessed Land Values, City of Phillips, WI
Parcel Count
Value

Land

IMPS

Acres

Land

Improvements

Total

785
195
20
0
26
0
3
0

582
145
16
0
0
0
0
0

386
117
117
0
395
0
52
0

$12,176,500
$3,745,100
$960,000
$0
$226,400
$0
$78,000
$0

$34,058,500
$16,973,700
$16,282,000
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$46,235,000
$20,718,800
$17,242,000
$0
$226,400
$0
$78,000
$0

1,029

Source: WI Dept. of Revenue
IMPS-Improvements

743

1,067

$17,186,000

$67,314,200

$84,500,200

Land Prices
The price of land depends upon many factors, which can vary significantly by location. It is
difficult to generalize the market price of property within a given municipality due to the
‘location specific’ factors that dictate the price and by the fact that a limited number of
properties are on the market at any given time.

RE/MAX New Horizons Realty, LLC was searched in late 2012 to find all available
properties within the city limits. Based on the information at that time there was one
waterfront condo for sale with an asking price of $185,000. Non-waterfront properties
ranged from a low of $33,900 to $137,900. The asking price for ½ acre of vacant land with
sewer/water was $15,775. This information represents a snapshot of the local housing
market, and does not include properties for sale by owner. The database includes only the
listing, or asking price, not the actual sale price of residential properties.
Land Supply
The general land supply describes all lands within a community which are currently
undeveloped. The available land supply refers to the supply currently undeveloped,
buildable land within the community, or formerly developed lands which are appropriate
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for redevelopment. The available land supply does not include lands where development is
restricted by the presence of environmental conditions such as steep slopes, wetlands or
floodplains. From 2015 to 2035, it is projected that the City of Phillips will require that
additional acres be converted from other real estate classes to meet future development
needs for residential (437 acres), commercial (33 acres) and manufacturing (28 acres)
needs. Most of this additional land will be needed to accommodate projected residential
development. While land within the City may be available for all levels of land use, land
from annexation requests may in fact be requested by property owners to accommodate
development proposals targeting areas around the City where municipal service is or can
be provided.

Land Demand
Land demand analysis is used to determine the acreage required to accommodate future
residential, commercial, manufacturing and agricultural growth. Demand forecasts are
based on historic trends and assumptions should be regarded as an estimate of potential
land needs. Unforeseen changes in community demographics, social values, or economic
conditions could greatly impact actual land demand.

Land use projections for the City of Phillips (Table 8-5) are based on Wisconsin
Department of Revenue Statement of Assessments and are projected using straight line
projections based on a linear regression mathematical analysis using assessment data from
2010 to 2012. These projections are consistent with the City’s vision for growth as well as
the goals, objectives and policy recommendations in this comprehensive plan. However,
given the relatively small population and size of Phillips, a small number of changes can
impact actual land use, for example, annexations that may take place over the 20-year
planning horizon. Deviations from land use consumption trends would impact actual land
usage. As a result, these projections should be used with care. Based on the projections,
Phillips is anticipated to lose 12 acres of residential land and 40 acres of commercial land.
Acreage for agricultural and manufacturing uses is predicted to stay the same. Figure 8-1
illustrates the projections.
Table 8-5: City of Phillips Forecast Land Demand, 2015-2035
Assessed Acres
Projected additional acres of land needed
Land Use Type
2010
2011
2012
2015
2020
2025
2030
2035
Residential
387
386
386
384
382
379
377
374
Commercial
145
119
117
109
101
93
85
77
Agricultural
30
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Manufacturing
117
117
117
117
117
117
117
117

Source: WI Dept. of Revenue and NWRPC
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Zoning
Zoning is a locally enacted law that regulates and controls the use of property. While
zoning involves dividing the community into districts or zones for agricultural, residential,
commercial, industrial, and public purposes, zoning text that accompanies the maps specify
uses permitted in each district and defines the requirements and/or conditions for those
uses. This tool (zoning) provides for orderly growth by protecting homes and property
from harmful uses on neighboring properties.

The City adopted a general zoning ordinance in 1981 (amended 07/02/91). The ordinances
purpose as defined in ZONING CODE 17.07 lists 18 subsections that it addresses including
17.01(1) Promoting the public health, safety, morals, comfort, convenience, prosperity and
general welfare of the City and environs. The ordinance includes nine (9) zoning districts
(Map 12) all of which contain activities, standards, and requirements that are administered
at the discretion of the City and the City has adopted airport, wetland, and floodplain
ordinances as overlays to the City’s Zoning Code. These activities include issuance of
conditional use permits (special exceptions), variances, and building and sanitary permits.
Zoning in the adjacent Towns is administered by Price County. Table 8-6 lists the City of
Phillips lot size and setback requirements and Table 8-7 lists the acreages associated with
each zoning district.
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Table 8-6: City of Phillips Lot Size and Setback Requirements

Districts

Height1

R-1

35

C-1

45

R-2
C-2

I-1
A-1
W-1
FP-1
PUD

35
35

Lot
Area
(2’)
10,000
8,000*
10,000
6,000*
3,000**

Min. Lot
Width

Front
Lot Line

Front St.
Center
Lane

100

25

58

50

25

58

7,500

10,000

100
100

60
20,000
100
45
43,560
200
See Sec.17.12-Phillips Zoning Code
See Sec.17.13-Phillips Zoning Code
45
5 acres
500

Source: City of Phillips
R-1 Residential
R-2 Multi-Family
C-1 Commercial
C-2 Neighborhood Commercial
I-1 Industrial
A-1 Agricultural
W-1 Conservancy
FP-1 Floodplain
PUD-Planned Unit Development
*Per unit for duplexes
** For all units, 3 or more.
2All dimensions are in feet or square feet

25

One
Side

Both
Sides

Rear

% Lot
Coverage

10
5

20
10

35
5

Min.
Lot
Depth

0.25

100’

58

20
10
20
10
40
20

25

0.50

100’

83
73

10
5
10
5
20
10

58

25

58

25
50
40
25

10
5

20
10

50

35
5
30

20
10
35

0.35
0.25
0.35
0.25
0.35

100’
100’
100’
100’
200’

R-1 Residential District

This district provides for one-family and two-family year-round residential development protected
from traffic hazards and the intrusion of incompatible land uses. It is intended to encourage such
development around existing residential areas where soil conditions are suitable for such
development and in those areas which can be economically and readily served by utilities and
municipal facilities.

R-2 Multi-Family Residential District
This district is intended to provide for multi-family year-round residential development in areas
which are served by utilities and municipal facilities.

C-1 Commercial District
This district is intended to provide for the orderly and attractive grouping at appropriate locations
of retail stores, shops, offices and similar commercial establishments.

C-2 Neighborhood Commercial District
This district is intended to provide for orderly and attractive commercial development within
neighborhood setting to be laid out in such a way that it is compatible with the adjacent residential
development. Approval for rezoning to this zone and the reuse of property within this zone will
require the submission of a site plan as part of the conditional use application herein required.
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I-1 Industrial District
This district is intended to provide for manufacturing and industrial operations which, on the basis
of actual physical and operational characteristics, would not be detrimental to surrounding areas
by reason of smoke, noise, dust, odor, traffic, physical appearance or similar factors relating to
public health, welfare and safety. Those industries requiring outdoor storage for raw materials
and/or finished products may be required to provide a fence or screen in accordance with
provisions.

A-1 Agricultural District
This district is established to help conserve good farming areas and prevent uncontrolled,
uneconomical spread of residential, commercial or industrial development.

W-1 Conservancy Overlay District
In order to protect and/or preserve the natural state of scenic areas, preserve natural areas and
buffer strips and discourage intensive development of marginal lands so as to prevent potential
hazards to public and private property, this district explicitly defines permitted uses within the
overlay area and separation distance requirements. The ordinance also establishes requirements
for development by conditional use permit.

Though not currently used, the City of Phillips has two zoning districts defined within their zoning
code – General Floodplain Overlay and Planned Unit Development (PUD) districts. They are defined
as follows:
FP-1 General Floodplain Overlay District
The purpose of this district is to promote the public health, safety and general welfare by prohibiting
floodplain uses, such as fill, dumping, storage of material, structures, buildings and any other works
which acting alone or in combination with other existing or future uses which will increase potential
flood heights and velocities and by requiring the storage or processing of materials that are buoyant,
flammable or potentially dangerous to human, animal, or plant life and the construction,
reconstruction, or alteration to structures and buildings on or that are moved in such as way to
prevent future loss of life and property damage, public responsibilities for rescue and relief and the
installation of public streets, sewer, water and other public utilities or services below the flood
potential.

Planned Unit Development (PUD) District
The PUD district is intended to provide for large scale residential or residential-recreational
development. This district shall have no definite boundaries until such are approved by the City
Council on the recommendation of the Planning Commission in accordance with procedures
prescribed for zoning amendments by SS62.23, WI Statutes.

Table 8-7: City of Phillips Zoning Districts by Area
ZONING DISTRICT
R1 – Single Residential
R2 – Multi-Family Residential
C1 – Commercial
C2 – Neighborhood Commercial
I1 – Industrial
A1 - Agricultural
W1 - Conservancy
Source: City of Phillips & NWRPC

Acres
469.5
34.3
123.8
0.8
480.0
416.3
164.0

% Percent
27.8%
2.0%
7.3%
0.1%
28.5%
24.7%
9.7%
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Private Property Rights
The planning of future land uses is sometimes perceived as an intrusion on the rights of
private property owners. The actual purpose of this activity is to protect the rights of the
individual and to give landowners, citizens, and local communities the opportunity to
define their own destiny. Private property rights were respected throughout the City of
Phillips comprehensive planning process. This plan was developed through an open,
community-based, citizen participation process which focused upon balancing the needs of
private landowners with the needs of the larger community.
Wisconsin law holds private property ownership in very high regard. Although private
landowners are generally free to do as they wish with their property, there are limits on
unconditional ownership. Landowners are prohibited from using their property in a
manner that jeopardizes public health safety. Furthermore, the actions of a private
landowner cannot cause an “unreasonable” interference with another landowner’s use of
their property.

Future Land Use
The future land use map and its categories is a community’s visual guide to future planning.
The future land use map should bring together most, if not all elements of the
comprehensive plan such as natural resources, economic development, housing,
transportation and utilities and community facilities. It is a map of what the community
wants to have happen; it is not a predication. The future land use map is not an official
map, nor is it a zoning map. The Future Land Use Plan Map (Map 13) represents the longterm land use recommendations for all lands in the City of Phillips. Although the map is
advisory and does not have the authority of zoning, it is intended to reflect community
desires and serve as a guide for local officials to coordinate and manage future
development of the town.
Using all pertinent data available to them, the City of Phillips Planning Commission
participated in a mapping exercise to identify the desired future land use scenario for the
City. Specifically, they used their broad knowledge of the City, the series of maps that were
prepared as part of the planning process and their interpretation of the current trends. The
goal was to produce a generalized future land use map to guide the City’s growth over a 20year planning horizon.
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9 - IMPLEMENTATION
Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to explain how this plan will be utilized to guide the
community based on a set of goals, objectives and recommendations. Overall, the
comprehensive plan addresses many important components helpful in maintaining a
healthy community. As change is inevitable, the comprehensive plan may need to be
amended to appropriately reflect those changes. This chapter includes a list of goals,
objectives, and recommendations representing the main chapters of the comprehensive
plan. The timeframe for action on each of the goals, objectives and recommendations is ongoing as the plan commission and city council will review the list annually to select key
recommendations based on current need, financial resources, staff resources and other
factors.

The comprehensive plan is not an inflexible or static document. The objectives and
recommendations are intended to allow flexibility in light of new information or
opportunities. The plan is not an attempt to predict the future but an attempt to document
community values and philosophies that citizens share.

The plan commission, council, and citizens in reviewing all proposals pertaining to growth,
development, and other activities should review this document. Proposals should be
examined to determine whether they are consistent with community wishes and desires as
expressed in the plan. A thorough review of the plan is necessary with particular attention
given to the goals and objectives. Where the impact of a proposed development is minimal,
the evaluation may simply be a determination of whether or not the plan provides relevant
direction and whether the requested action is in conformance with the plan. Development
proposals with significant potential impacts will require a more detailed analysis in order
to determine consistency.
Consistency Review During Plan Development
Within this implementation element, it is required to “describe how each of the elements of
the comprehensive plan will be integrated and made consistent with the other elements of
the comprehensive plan.” As a result of the comprehensive plan being developed in a
coordinated and simultaneous effort, the planning process has ensured that the
development and review of each element is consistent with the others; and based on that
analysis, there are no known inconsistencies between the planning elements.

Measuring Plan Progress
As part of the comprehensive planning process, a number of goals, objectives, and
recommendations were developed that when implemented are intended to build stronger
relationships and give direction to the community.
It is required to include a mechanism to measure the local governmental unit’s progress
toward achieving all aspects of the comprehensive plan. The task of developing a
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measurement tool to gauge the outcome of this plan’s objectives and recommendations will
be accomplished by the periodic review of the recommendations achieved by the
community on an annual basis.
Housing
Goals
To preserve, enhance, and expand the residential character in areas of single-family
housing.

Objectives
• Preventing the incursion of incompatible, non-residential uses into single-family
residential neighborhoods.
• Providing, where feasible, a full range of community facilities on a neighborhood-byneighborhood basis.
• Examining blight influences from residential areas.
• Providing for duplexes, mobile home parks and elderly housing in appropriate
locations to serve the citizens.
• Encouraging home ownership throughout the community.

Recommendations
• Ensure compatibility of uses prior to approving new development in or adjacent to
existing residential areas.
• Site the development of new community facilities in areas where they can be
utilized by underserved neighborhoods.
• Remove blighted structures through a number of venues, Community Development
Authority actions; Tax Incremental Financing; housing code enforcement; public
facility grants; zoning ordinance; City financed public improvements;
redevelopment, and housing rehabilitation revolving loan funds.
• Provide for additional multifamily development.
• Develop a rental ordinance to assist in the implementation of an annual rental unit
inspection to ensure rental units are not in substandard condition.
• Coordinate with the County Health Department, City Police Department, and other
agencies to develop a process to respond to unsafe and unhealthy living conditions
in residential structures.
Goals
To promote the construction of multi family housing in the appropriate sections of the
Planning Area
Objectives
• Designating areas suitable for the development of apartments and similar medium
density residential uses in selected areas suitable for that purpose.
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Recommendations
• Assist the private sector where possible, with market rate housing, tax credits,
rehabilitate housing assisted with CDBG, Housing Cost Reduction Initiative (HCRI)
and HOME funds, and condominium development. Convert vacant non-residential
buildings into apartments.
Goals
Preserve and develop high quality housing areas to satisfy the demand for an adequate
number of dwellings of various types and densities
Objectives
• Providing and developing conveniently located areas suitable for housing.
• Modernizing and renewing deteriorating residential neighborhoods.
• Providing low-income elderly housing opportunities.
• Designating certain prime areas for commercial use.
• Providing adequate parking.
• Improving the appearance of existing businesses.
• Involving existing business owners in planning for their improvements.

Recommendations
• Infill development should be done prior to developing on the fringes to limit vehicle
trips as well as extension of City services.
• Utilize housing rehabilitation housing grants, public infrastructure improvements,
First-time Home Buyers, WHEDA, etc.
• Utilize non-profit housing organizations along with housing grant programs such as
CDBG, HOME and HCRI to increase housing opportunities for low and moderate
income people.
• Concentrate on keeping the downtown commercially viable and provide for
highway commercial in designated areas, but ensure that traffic and aesthetic
impacts are thoroughly addressed through good design.
• Prepare a downtown parking needs study.
• Make use of TIF funding to help fund and design improvements to the buildings.
Transportation
Goals
Plan for new streets and improve the efficiency of the major street network.

Objectives
• Separating local and through traffic wherever feasible.
• Discouraging non-local traffic from passing through residential neighborhoods.
• Reducing the impact of existing traffic in residential areas.
• Identifying roads needing improvement and making the needed improvements in a
timely fashion.
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Recommendations:
• When reviewing new subdivisions, design the local routes to be separated from
collector routes.
• Preparing an access control ordinance to limit access points on collector roads
making them safer.
• Continuing to develop residential uses off of the major roads.
• Enforcing traffic laws.
• Intersections in the City needing improvement are: • CTH F and STH 13 • Elm St. and
Lake Ave. • Lake Ave. at Flambeau (CTH W) • Beebe St. and Avon Ave.
• Plan and provide for bike lanes on selected local and through routes.
• Plan and provide for ATV, UTV and snowmobile trails along selected local and
through routes.
Utilities and Community Facilities
Goals
To organize and plan for city utilities and community facilities.

Objectives
• Preparing plans for needed community facilities such as the parks, water system,
industrial expansion, etc.
• Providing adequate water supply and sanitary waste disposal where necessary to
developed areas and land for new development.

Recommendations
• Identify all the utility and street needs, set priorities, and schedule improvements.
Make improvements each year, supplementing the cost with grants as much as
possible.
• Improve telecommunications and improve the fiber optics system and broadband.
• Prepare plans (i.e. parks and recreation, industrial expansion, street improvements)
so that all needs can be identified and prioritized.
• Ensure that existing and future water supply and sewer service is up to standards.
• Implement recommendations found in the Outdoor Recreation Plan.
Natural, Cultural, and Agricultural Resources
Goals
Balance the need for tourism with the need to protect the natural environment.

Objective
• Analyzing proposed development of parks and recreation facilities and businesses
and considering the environmental impacts of such actions.
• Building on soils which have adequate bearing capacity and are suitable for
excavation and site preparation as much as possible.
• Limiting development in wetlands and flood hazard areas.
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Recommendations
• Don’t destroy what is attracting the tourists to northern Wisconsin. Review the
environmental consequences of any proposed tourism development and weigh the
costs and benefits and balance the need to provide tourism with the need to protect
lands from significant negative environmental impacts. Implement mitigation
measures where possible.
• Develop on the best soils possible by requiring careful site testing and preparation
for marginal soils.
• Limit development in the floodplain or on wetlands unless mitigated.
Economic Development
Goals
To accommodate the changing commercial economy of the City and to enhance local
opportunity for commercial development.
Objectives
• Promoting service uses.
• Encouraging existing businesses to continually monitor and change to accommodate
the retail market, and thus to increase sales.
• Communicating with industry on a regular basis.
• Accommodating existing businesses to grow and prosper as much as possible.

Recommendations
• Work through UW Extension, Northcentral Technical College and others to seek new
businesses of the types needed.
• Form a team of extension and utility economic development experts to do merchant
visits and recommend changes.
• The City and the Industrial Development Corporation should reach out to industry
and business annually to determine local needs.
• Develop a mechanism for communication with local commercial enterprises.
• Promote liaison and cooperation with area school systems in primary and
secondary grades to establish understanding of the local employment market.
• Encourage K-12 programs in the local school districts that are directed to local
employment needs.
Goals
To improve existing industrial development compatible with adjacent uses.

Objectives
• Providing land for new construction and expansion of existing industries.
• Promoting the types of industry that Phillips can expect to attract to the City.

Recommendations:
• Continue to develop the industrial parks and stay tuned to the needs of all industry
so that there is room for expansion.
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Place the efforts of the community into attainable industrial growth goals. The
community should seek firms that would supply goods to the industries in Phillips
and other northern and central Wisconsin communities. The Wisconsin Economic
Development Corporation (WEDC), Xcel Energy, UW Extension, Northcentral
Technical College, Northwest Regional Planning Commission, the local Industrial
Development Corporation, Price County Economic Development Association and
others can all assist with this effort.

Goals
To promote new industrial development in suitable industrial areas.

Objectives
• Developing, adopting, and implementing industrial development.
• Implementing the TIF district and look to other TIF opportunities as they arise.
• Obtaining grants at every opportunity.
• Servicing new industrial areas with all public utilities and any other community
facilities that are necessary.
• Establishing programs to support industry.
• Providing greater efforts to inform area businesses and industry of various available
funding and development vehicles.

Recommendations
• Foster the City's partnership with the Industrial Development Corporation to
expand existing industrial development programs to create greater transparency
between the IDC, local business and industry, government and the community as a
whole.
• When meeting with businesses, industries and those seeking venture capital, inform
them of the presence of the TIF Districts and other financial programs. Keep written
information on-line and ready for walk-in customers, for example the maps and the
TIF Program Manual and TIF Plan.
• Keep up-to-date on the available grants and apply for them. Keep plans for
improvements up-to-date to make it easy to document need for grants.
• New sites will need to have sewer and water and seek as much outside financial
assistance as possible to provide infrastructure.
• Continue to promote the industrial incubator in the new industrial park.
• Continue to work with Northcentral Technical College to train and retrain
employees.
• Aid in the establishment of an Education Center that could supplement courses at
the High School and Northcentral Technical College as well as other educational
entities and have this available for all age groups.
Goals
Continue to promote tourism as an important part of the economy.
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Objectives
• Promoting overall tourism efforts of Phillips and the surrounding area.
• Participating in area-wide promotion efforts.
• Promoting businesses that cater to tourists.
• Studying the possibility of more community events.
• Determining the niches of the Chamber of Commerce and the County Tourism
Department and use them to the advantage of the City and encourage greater
cooperation between the two agencies.
• Assisting in establishing a lodging room tax in the surrounding towns to assist
promotional efforts.

Recommendations
• Remain involved in area-wide tourism efforts as this will provide the best
opportunity for promotion including businesses that supply goods and services to
snowmobilers, outdoor recreationists, shoppers and other tourists.
• Community events are good for business community strength and image and
explore other event themes related to the fire, loggers or the dams.
• Develop a fellowship with such organizations and agencies. Involve them in
decision-making by inviting them to public meetings and question them for advice
when making related decisions.
Intergovernmental Cooperation
Goal
Work cooperatively with local and county governments, school district, and
representatives at the state and federal level.

Objectives
• Incorporating citizen participation into comprehensive planning and plan
implementation.
• Working with the Phillips School District, Northcentral Technical College and
Phillips employers to provide the needed educational opportunities for City
residents.
• Ensuring public employees of the city understand they are ambassadors of
community good will while working within the city and interacting with citizens and
visitors.

Recommendations
• The City Council should act as the coordinator and recruit other organizations to
help implement some elements of the plan.
• Develop a mechanism for communication with local commercial enterprises.
• Promote liaison and cooperation with area school systems in primary and
secondary grades to establish understanding of the local employment market.
• Encourage K-12 programs in the local school districts that are directed to local
employment needs.
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Coordinate with the County Health Department, City Police Department, and other
agencies to develop a process to respond to unsafe and unhealthy living conditions
in residential structures.

Land Use
Goal
To organize and plan a complete strategy for City improvements and growth management.

Objectives
• Preparing a plan for future streets and land uses for the City and its extraterritorial
area.
• Providing the needed infrastructure improvements in an affordable manner to serve
existing development and planned growth.
• Coordinating efforts of service clubs, businesses, government agencies, and other
participants that affect Phillips' future.
• Seeking a variety of grants and alternative methods of funding needed
improvements.
• Establishing a program to improve community identity, attitude, pride, and image.
• Identifying the function of Phillips as it relates to the area's human environment.
• Marketing Phillips to the County and the region.
• Improving the appearance and viability of the downtown.

Recommendations
• Implement the comprehensive plan and ensure that new development follows the
plan.
• Periodically review comprehensive plan implementation at intervals, monthly or
quarterly at Plan Commission meetings and provide reports to the Council.
• Phillips needs to continue to look for outside sources of funding for City projects.
The County Economic Development agent, private consultants, and others can assist
in this matter.
• To help improve community attitude and pride, citizens should be kept up to date
on city accomplishments and challenges by the getting word out by newsletter,
newspaper articles, social media or other means will increase the pride in the
community.
• Be aware of the need to maintain the downtown, provide opportunities for
industrial expansion, and support the location of government facilities in Phillips.
• Start marketing efforts at home with opportunities then look to the region and state
for more business to bring more money into the City's economy.
• Implement the TIF plan and look for avenues to enhance other TIF development.
• Coordinate with industry in addition to the schools to determine needs and
opportunities and develop educational opportunities of all people to maintain
economic strength.
Goal
To create a balanced pattern of related urban land uses.
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Objectives
• Ensuring that adjacent land uses are compatible with regard to such factors as
smoke, noise, odor, traffic, activity, and appearance.
• Eliminating nonconforming uses.
• Adopting ordinances and programs to eliminate blight.
• Strictly controlling land divisions.

Recommendations
• Prior to approving projects ensure that compatibility exists or can be built into the
proposal and for conditional use permits, follow standards required in the zoning
ordinance.
• Amend the zoning to change most nonconforming uses to conforming. Other uses
may need to be purchased.
• Examine economic development programs and ordinances that may include
Economic Development Revolving Loan Funds, implementing and expanding TIF
districts to provide economic development assistance, develop a Community
Development Authority to assist in eliminating blighted conditions, and examine
and enforce existing building codes.
• Adopt and follow strict ordinances for certified surveys and subdivisions.
Goal
Utilize vacant land within Phillips to its maximum potential.

Objectives
• Encouraging the full use of vacant and underutilized property in the City.
• Developing land adjacent to existing capital assets such as developed infrastructure.

Recommendations
• Encourage the development of vacant lots within City Limits before developing
areas on the fringes.
• Encourage the development of lands that are or can easily be served by existing
infrastructure before approving development that would require extensions of
service infrastructure.
The recommendations identified above are continuous and ongoing steps that do not have
a specific implementation target date. As a result, on an annual basis the plan commission
should monitor the plan’s overall objectives and recommendations in an effort to realize its
accomplishments and identify areas where additional resources or recommendations need
to be implemented.

While there is no specific redevelopment or smart growth areas identified, several of the
identified goals, objectives, and recommendations include reference to promoting the
redevelopment of abandoned or dilapidated parcels and the maintenance and
rehabilitation of existing residential structures, where practical. Where applicable in
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implementing the comprehensive plan, redevelopment alternatives should at least be
explored before new development of greenfields begins.

Other Implementation Policies and Programs
Based on projected land use needs into the future, the future land use map will assist the
community in directing land use activities to areas best suited for such development, based
on background data, future projections, local issues and opportunities, natural resource
constraints, and public input. It may be possible that future annexations of property from
adjoining towns may provide the best alternative for continued growth of the community
and area.

In order for the Future Land Use Map to be an effective tool for local decision-making, it is
important that it be regarded as general in nature and should not be used for site-specific
decisions. It is for this reason that only general locations for various land uses are shown
on the map. The Future Land Use Map was developed from the Existing Land Use Map,
background data, and the community’s desires for future development trends. Based on
that analysis, it is projected the future land use map will mirror existing land use. During
the planning horizon, as developer proposals are presented, amendments may be
necessary to reflect forces that change or shift local land use patterns and demand.
Ordinances and Programs
Other tools helpful to a community exist and may be applicable from time to time. Below
are a few examples of these tools.

Acquisition
This type of land preservation tool involves the direct purchase of land for the purposes of
preservation and protection. This tool should be used in cases where other protective
mechanisms fail to meet objectives and/or in cases of high-priority acquisition lands.
Acquisition efforts should be coordinated with other local, state, and national acquisition
initiatives (lake associations, environmental groups, USFS, DNR, etc.). Depending on the
acquisition, funding assistance from federal, state, or not-for-profit groups may be found.

Best Management Practices (BMP)
Best management practices describe voluntary procedures and activities aimed at
protection of natural resources. BMP’s are described in detail in the Wisconsin Department
of Natural Resources publications titled “Wisconsin Construction Site Best Management
Practice Handbook”, and “Wisconsin’s Forestry Best Management Practices for Water
Quality”. Shoreland BMP’s are a set of specific actions that landowners can take to help
protect and preserve water quality.
Other Adjoining and Overlapping Jurisdiction Comprehensive Planning Processes
Phillips encourages dialog between all adjoining and overlapping jurisdictions (towns,
Price County, potential federal and state agencies, and school districts) as they develop or
revise their respective comprehensive plans or development directives. This dialog will
ensure that local input and consistency between comprehensive plans is reached. Where
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inconsistencies are identified and a resolution cannot be reached, future actions can be
developed to bring the parties together to address their concerns.

Plan Updates and Revisions
The Comprehensive Plan is intended to be a living document. Over time, social and
economic conditions and values tend to change and the comprehensive plan should be
updated periodically to reflect these changes. Systematic, periodic updates will ensure that
not only the statistical data is current but also the plan’s goals, objectives, and
recommendations reflect the current situation. Under current law, it is required that an
update of the plan be undertaken every ten years. However, it is recommended the plan be
reviewed for consistency at least once every five years. This will ensure that any changes
in the social and economic conditions or community values are reflected within the plan.
To ensure that residents are involved in plan amendments, the following process and
protocol should be followed. The Plan Commission shall undertake a review of the plan at
ten-year increments from the time of formal adoption by the city council and shall consider
necessary amendment(s) to the plan resulting from property owner requests and changes
to social and economic conditions. Upon the plan commission review, recommended
changes to the plan shall be forwarded to the city council. The Plan Commission shall call a
public hearing to afford property owners time to review and comment on recommended
plan changes. The public hearing shall be advertised using a Class I notice. Based on public
input, plan commission recommendations, and other facts, the city council will formally act
on the recommended amendment(s). During plan amendments, it is important that the
Public Participation Plan be utilized to ensure public input.
Conclusion
This Comprehensive Plan is intended to be a dynamic and evolving document. Periodic
revision and update of the plan will ensure that it is accurate and consistent with the
wishes and desires of the community. Plan recommendations in this document provide the
basis for evaluation of development proposals and give the community a means for
achieving their community vision expressed by the goals, objectives and recommendations.
The specific action statements are meant to serve as the mechanisms for achieving the
goals and objectives, which were defined throughout the planning process. Overall, the
comprehensive plan provides a guide and policy framework for development within the
City of Phillips.
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Spring 2012
Final Results
Please rate each of the following aspects of life in the City of Phillips:

Parks and green space

Needs a lot of Needs No
Needs little
Improvement Improvement Improvement
13
58
72

No
Opinion
9

Total
152

Public Roads

57

69

26

4

156

Police Service

11

41

84

15

151

Fire protection service

7

29

98

21

155

Ambulance/ paramedic service

7

36

93

18

154

Public utilities (water sewer)

10

45

85

14

154

Recreation/Cultural opportunities

33

50

55

16

154

3

23

119

11

156

14

49

73

20

156

Library Services
Schools

Do you support the following types of growth for the City of Phillips?

Strongly
Support
53.5%

Support
Somewhat
27.0%

Oppose
Somewhat
3.1%

Strongly
Oppose
3.8%

No
Opinion
12.6%

Total
100.0%

Non-owner occupied

21.7%

29.6%

18.4%

17.1%

13.2%

100.0%

New Business Development

74.8%

15.7%

1.9%

2.5%

5.0%

100.0%

Industrial Development

71.7%

18.2%

4.4%

3.8%

1.9%

100.0%

Retail Shopping Development

70.4%

24.5%

0.6%

2.5%

1.9%

100.0%

Owner occupied

Tax dollars should be spent for:

Agree
Strongly
11
7.0%

Agree
Somewhat
50
31.8%

Tax dollars should be spent for: The
promotion and development of the
downtown business area

56
35.4%

62
39.2%

Tax dollars should be spent for: The
development of industiral parks to
attract new manufacturing and industry

64
40.3%

Tax dollars should be spent for: The
development of more parks and
recreation

18
11.4%

Tax dollars should be spent for: The
development of new residential housing

Disagree
somewhat
31
19.7%

Disagree
strongly
53
33.8%

No
Opinion
12
7.6%

Total
157
100.0%

14
8.9%

18
11.4%

8
5.1%

158
100.0%

46
28.9%

17
10.7%

26
16.4%

6
3.8%

159
100.0%

60
38.0%

24
15.2%

45
28.5%

11
7.0%

158
100.0%

What should Phillips focus on?

Improve and rehabilitate streets
Improve water and sewer systems
Extend water and sewer systems to
unserved areas
Maintain a strong downtown
Develop new small businesses
Recruit new manufacturing
businesses
Create new service businesses
Recruit for technology park
Retain existing businesses
Enforce building standards and codes

Not at all important
3.2%
6.5%

Not very important
10.9%
20.1%

Somewhat
important
41.0%
47.4%

Very
important
27.6%
16.9%

Extremely Important
17.3%
9.1%

18.7%
3.2%
2.5%

32.3%
3.2%
3.1%

34.8%
28.5%
28.3%

9.7%
38.0%
35.8%

4.5%
27.2%
30.2%

3.1%
7.6%
9.6%
1.3%

3.1%
14.0%
22.4%
1.9%

20.1%
38.2%
28.2%
17.7%

34.6%
23.6%
24.4%
40.5%

39.0%
16.6%
15.4%
38.6%

3.8%

17.6%

37.1%

23.3%

18.2%

City Government Performance?

City Government Performance
Value of services provided by City Government
Welcoming citizen involvement
Listening to citizens
Operation of recreation programs
Managing/Planning for growth
Operation of City utilities (water, sanitary sewer)
Degree that City acts in best interest of the
community
Assisting with business development
Maintenance of parks, green space, trails
Police Protection
Fire & Ambulance services
Enforcement of the City Codes
City Council Leadership
Maintenance
Staff leadership

Major Improvement
Needed
8.7%
17.2%
34.9%
12.0%
11.5%
3.9%

Needs Improvement
16.8%
23.2%
21.1%
18.0%
41.9%
11.8%

Average
47.0%
40.4%
24.3%
45.3%
33.1%
45.1%

Good
20.1%
15.2%
17.1%
20.7%
12.2%
33.3%

Very good
7.4%
4.0%
2.6%
4.0%
1.4%
5.9%

23.5%
14.7%
4.0%
7.3%
3.9%
10.6%
18.0%
20.8%

20.9%
24.7%
7.9%
8.7%
3.3%
13.9%
27.3%
26.8%

35.9%
42.7%
37.7%
27.3%
26.1%
43.7%
26.0%
36.2%

18.3%
16.0%
38.4%
34.0%
39.2%
26.5%
23.3%
13.4%

1.3%
2.0%
11.9%
22.7%
27.5%
5.3%
5.3%
2.7%

13.4%

12.1%

47.0%

21.5%

6.0%

How long have you
lived in Phillips?

Less than
1 year
2
1.3%

1 - 5 years
17
11.0%

6 - 10
years
16
10.3%

10 - 20
years
19
12.3%

20 - 40
years
60
38.7%

Born &
raised
41
26.5%

Total
155
100.0%

OPEN ENDED COMMENTS:
 Lidice Park is dangerous and not maintained. If you are going to take bolts out or remove sections you should put up some
type of warning before my child plays on it and gets hurt!
 I really think that the Town of Phillips should focus on retiring public debt instead of spending more.
 Save our green space by the lakes. No campgrounds! Keep it usable for everyone, not just for sports or camping. Where are
the ATV maps for the City of Phillips?
 Alley's need more attention (federal roads in better condition). Sewer smell - kitchen sink - never had other years, why now?
 You have a vacant building in industrial park built backwards what with that? You don't use money wisely people will go out
of town to save a nickel and not support local business. You give permits to every vendor that comes to town hurting local
businesses that pay taxes hire locals the others once and go and leave there trash behind. Make the companies who use the
airport pay for it. You don't have paramedic service! Why are employees allowed to smoke in city owned vehicles and while
working?
 The money should be used to better our downtown area. Instead of useless projects that someone thinks will help the
community. Just because the government offers you a grant if you match the money to build whatever, does not mean you
should take it like the stupid building by Excel Energy. Now that's really dumb.
 6 - Seems to be a lack of citizen input in county government!!
4a - alleys have bad holes. 5j - for our population, we have too many police (park falls) and we shouldn't have an officer in
the school! 1 - Schools have too much money spent on sports and bussing. (tax money should be for education!)
 "Needs a little improvement" Feel you should of worded this differently - even if you do your job at 100% - there is always
room for improvement. I love this town, love the library, comforting to know the streets are being patrolled day and night,
love the downtown shopping availability. I go out of the county very little and I can get most of my shopping done locally.
Keep up the good work!
 We could use a city recreation planner/activity organizer. Neighborhood watch program? An organization like the past
"Main Street".
 We oppose the airport expansion!
 Neighborhood fire hydrant sheared off by city crew in March and still is not repaired. Once repaired, fire protection service
will be backing to needs no improvement until fixed, it needs lot of improvement.
 Our elected officials need to start listening to what the people want - i.e. airport expansion
 Gas prices in this town are terrible. Roads are in bad shape.Taxes are high!!
 City police are way over staffed. Consideration of consolidating with county for providing services. I never see a police
officer walking downtown. Always driving in their inefficient vehicle - how many times do they circle our city?
 The first thing a tourist sees when arriving from the south on Hwy 13 is Lake DuRoy and beautiful Boston Park. Then, before
passing through the downtown and on past more lakes and nice city parks is ugly site: rusted large propane tanks. This is a
turn off to people who provide potential income to city businesses. Move the business/tanks to the industrial park.
 Need a clothing store. Police need better communication skills (citizen/police). Attract more green manufacturing in order to
keep city tourists appeal/revenue. Need to improve mapping of city water mains, sewer mains, improve known problem
areas.
 Why does the cost for sewer usage keep rising each quarter when the same amount of water is used each month? Why are the
citizens charged for fire hydrants each quarter?
 I'd like to see the grass trimmed drastically along the lakeside of Hwy 13. The lakes beautiful views are blocked by the
overgrowth. When tourists enter town - especially from the south - Lake Duroy's view is obstructed. Also many of the
benches along the walkway along Elk Lake are set behind a tree or bush. They should be placed in an open area, again, to see
the lake, not bark.
 I feel the local law enforcement and game warden has hurt the local tourism. Need to focus on serving and protecting the
community, not focusing on pulling somebody over and writing tickets. A bad reputation effects amount of money coming
into the community.
 I had the tenant fill out survey because I don't live there. My major concern is parking in the business districts. When the
parking meters were taken out, some business owners park on main street all day. Could the city limit the time that an
individual can park, say 2 hours. The parking is limited and the customers/clients cannot park.
 We need more manufacturing diversity. We need something that can draw our children back to the area after college.
 5m - street sweeper is useless. 5c - no to airport expansion!
 Most alley and streets need work. I believe the city has grants to rehab older homes. It would be great if the people would
finish the work. What good is putting in new windows when the roof is bad and there is no insulation. I would like to see a
grant for cleaning up property. Demoing old homes to make the city look better. I think this would encourage more people to
invest in property within the city limits.
 Could a program be developed where non-violent prisoners in the county jail could be released under supervision to work in
the city picking up garbage and pulling weeds, assisting with plowing/planting of gardens?
 Control spending so taxes can go down. Seniors are being taxed out of their homes. Need a toilet at Minnow Lake park and
playground.































J - Police protections. The officers are all great. The problem is we need to downsize. A great example is the city crew. You
did it and its working. You have people that can handle it, plus we have the Price County Sheriff in town. Many felt too many
when past chief was here now it has exploded. Things have to change! We are going broke and they are forcing downtown to
close, drive main street and count cars after 9 p.m. Ghost town. Please help. Do the right thing. Thank you.
We need to ensure that there are quality jobs and businesses in the community in order to provide steady employment for our
citizens, as well as attract new educated individuals to the community. Chamber needs to stop their internal fighting. Phillips
has a lot to offer for its size. Needs to be promoted better.
The police turn a blind eye to the drug abuse and dealing in this town and surrounding area. Ive watched the same drug deals
and users continue on even after I've reported them for the last 7 years.
This will not help. As the police department runs the council. I sure wish the council would take back the city away from the
police chief as he tells everyone how he runs the council and mayor!
1B - we're required to park off street in winter - alleys generally horrible all winter.
The assessed value of vacant lots and land, homes and business in Phillips are two to three times the value of the sales. When
are properties going to be assessed at selling prices? We have the highest taxes in Price County.
The IDC needs to be disbanded and the city needs to take control of the industrial parks. While having business leaders on
the IDC makes sense on the surface. The one thing those business leaders do not want is competition for employees or wages.
Until that is done the City of Phillips will continue to die.
I see a need for a dog park where pets can run and play off leash. Pet owners should clean up after pets or face penalties. Also
control of wild geese is a problem in some areas.
I would like to see Ridgeway Drive repaired or reported the road has a lot of pot holes. Also, I would like a street light at the
end of the street. It’s too dark near the woods. I see a lot of people walking at night. Thank you!
Phillips need to invest in strong Rx drug abuse education and work with clinics to provide support meetings, treatment and
counseling. This problem is epidemic and is not just a police court problem. This is a community problem!
Alleys are disgraceful - need to take up existing surface, regrade and slope, and re-surface. Since they are 1-lane, narrow
streets, with proper bid procedure the cost to accomplish this should be minimal. Forget the parks for now. Let's give our
residents decent streets that are not like traveling the Sedalia trail.
In the sound end of Beebe St and Chestnut St get much worse, they'll need to be reclassified as ATV trails.
Very much need some help for elderly and handicap to stay in their own home.
Police protection is good but overstaffed. The build and they will come attitude needs to be curtailed. They City of Phillips
does a great job in providing services to its residents.
City council needs ears to listen! I.E. airport!
I seem to pay more than most of my friends that live in city - they have same living conditions as for as people in household
etc. We have complained and they replaced my meter and it still stayed the same. In fact its still the same as it was when my
boys lived here? Still perplexed after all these years.
Phillips definitely needs at least 1 stop and go light don't like driving onto Hwy 13.
I do not feel that Phillips needs an in-city campground as it opens up the possibility of vandalism to the cemeteries and the
geese will just go away. Also raises the question of whether there will be a need for life guards, etc. to maintain the beach
area during the summer months.
I really can't understand why we don't have sidewalks from Hwy 100 North to Phillips Lumber - you want to put tax dollars
in campgrounds instead of the welfare of people! Having to walk on Hwy 13, not smart!
To increase beautification to town, on Arbor Day what about offering city residents free trees like oak or maple to plant on
their properties?
Heard comments the information both needs to be open in the afternoon and weekends til 8 or 9 p.m. for people in the area
that come through looking for things year round. And neon or a bright sign so people know that it is open.
3D- with the construction of the men restroom/shelter in the park by elk lake what needs to be done is to build a stairs
walkway over the railroad tracks that would come out near the gas station, this would allow the public on foot to get down
and use the new facilities in a more safe manner during events such as the 4th of July etc.
8 - Phillips most important attributes should be (in my opinion) 1 quality jobs, 2 quality education, 3 and the downtown but
that’s not how it is right now its lakes libraries and parks.
Developing a campground is absolutely wasteful of tax money
Since this is a small town, some kind of recognition program could be designed and implemented for the people who
maintains their property/ work ways clean always summer and winter. This would encourage others to step in and keep the
city clean.
Have the city plows take more care in winter plowing
Why does phillips need full time police dept? Prentice doesn't have one. If the city saves some money on police dept, there
would be more money available to make some of the improvements that are needed.
Too much spent on police. City taxpayers pay for sheriff.




Nothing is done to attract new business. People deserve to have a better pay scale. Need to be aggressive and allow the area
to grow. It is time for the good old boys to retire.
Local businesses are not paying hourly wages high enough to keep younger educated adults in the area. Not enough variety
of shopping. Schools and business are not developing one to two year apprentice programs for future employment. Schools
have not kept up with what students need to become instantly employable for those who cannot afford a four year college
degree
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Map 13 - Future Land Use
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